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When doctors in this region are confronted with mangled bones
that won't heal properly. they often refer the patient to Dr. Mark
Dahl. a surgeon (and SCSU alumnus) who specializes in limb
lengthening and realignment-the llizarov technique.
by Gordon Slovut/Star Tribune staff writer

Dr. Mark Dahl, a Twin Cities orthopedic surgeon, specializes in limb-lengthening and straightening.
He has operated on more than 120 children and
adults, using a technique developed in the 1950s by
Dr. Gavril Abramovich Ilizarov, a Russian-Jewish physician who practiced in obscurity for many years in a
primitive wooden hospital in Siberia.
The system is simple. Ilizarov discovered that bone
can be forced to lengthen almost indefinitely by producing bone cells to fill a tiny gap, then lengthening
the gap before the new bone can harden. Dahl medical
director of the Limb Length Center in the Fairview
Riverside Medical Center Office Building in Minneapolis, learned the technique from European doctors
in the late 1980s and early 1990s and from lectures by
Ilizarov and his disciples.
During the procedure, new breaks are made away
from the original wound and joint, and an external,
steel halo framework-connected to the leg by wires
and rods-pulls the bones apart a fraction of a millimeter every six to eight hours.
(The story of Ilizarov' s radical approach got out in
196 7 after he successfully treated Russian Olympic
high jumper Valerie Brummel, for whom Moscow's
best orthopedic surgeons could do nothing.)
"Bones heal continuously and without scar tissue,"
Dahl explained recently, as he prepared to operate on
Richard Pearson, a 28-year-old airline machinist who
shattered his lower right leg and ankle in a motorcycle
accident 16 months ago.
_
Pearson's doctors couldn't get the bones to heal. He
couldn't walk on the leg, which deterforated steadily.
, "It looked like amputation would be the next step,"
Pearson recalled.
On a wall at one end of the operating room at
Fairview Riverside Medical Center were X-rays of Pearson's mangled leg. More than half the bone structure
was missing from his ankle.
Dr. Paul Yellin, the St. Paul orthopedic surgeon who
had operated on Pearson five times, using usually successful conventional methods, referred him to Dahl.
Yellin said that he had never seen such devastation of
the bottom of a shinbone. He thought it was too risky
to completely reopen the lower leg because it was covered with so much scar tissue. Dahl's approach was less
drastic.
He chiseled away some bone to weaken the lower leg
where he wanted to crack it, then cracked the bone
with his hands at precisely the point marked on the
drawing.
· He drilled tiny holes in the bone, then passed wires
from the inner side of the leg to the outer side. His assistant grabbed the emerging wires and pressed the
skin flat around the pointed wire as it emerged. The
wires and rods were attached to adjusting knobs.
One week later Pearson was home, recovering;
"I woke up (after surgery) with less pain," Pearson
said. "Once every eight hours I turn a knob a quarter
of a millimeter to lengthen the bone. Once every 24
Editor's Note: Dr. Mark Dahl, class of 1975 at SCSU, is·recognized throughout the world for his work in orthopedic surgery.
Last year, Dahl was awarded SCSU's Distinguished Alumni
Award. This article originally appeared in the June 21, 1993
edition of the Star Tribune, Minneapolis-St. Paul, and is
reprinted with their permission.
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We expect complications and we
handle them.11

hours I turn a nut that turns the
ankle part of the fixator one mil-□r. Mark Dahl, Twin Cities
limeter to straighten my ankle
orthopedic surgeon and SCSU
out."
alumnus
A few days later he was at the
Limb Length Center, where Dahl
surance companies would jump on.
and an assistant adjusted the haYou don't need a double-blind study
los and knobs and checked for in[where neither the monitoring doctor
fection-one of the most frequent
nor the patient knows whether a pacomplications of limb-lengthening.
tient has received or not received treat"We expect complications and
ment] to see the favorable outcomes."
we handle them," Dahl said.
Richard Howard, a vice president
Pearson will wear the fixator for
of marketing for Fairview Riverside
Dr.
Mark
Dahl
about eight months, if all goes
Medical Center, said he sees Dahl's
well. Dahl is eager to get Pearson
kind of" rifle bullet" treatment-" getting it right the
walking with crutches. Walking on the leg will hurt, .
first time" -as potentially endangered by short-term embut the pressure promotes rapid healing, Dahl said.
phasis on cost cutting.
The procedure also works for children. When a pe"The challenge for us is to show that the outcome is
diatrician told Susan McKinstry that one of the bones
better if the treatment is done by the right subspecialin her 4-year-old son Ryan's left leg wasn't growing and
ist," Howard said. "We need continued research on
she didn't know why, she headed immediately for a
outcomes analysis [to prove the effectiveness in the outcomputerized access to the medical literature.
come for patients] of subspecialty care. Otherwise peo"What I found was frightening," she said.
ple will just be referred where they can be treated for
The bone difficulty could be linked to any of many
the lowest price."
serious problems ranging from Wilm' s tumor, a cancer
Dahl graduated from the Mayo Medical School in
of the kidney, to mental retardation.
Rochester in 1980, spent a year as an intern at HenAt St. Paul Children's Hospital doctors made the
nepin County Medical Center in Minneapolis, was a
diagnosis.
'
University of Minnesota-affiliated resident in orthopeRyan's fibula, the small bone in his lower left leg,
dic surgery from 1981 to 1985, and practiced at St.
wasn't growing and wasn't likely to grow. It was con- ·
Anthony Orthopedics from 1985 to 1992.
nected to neither his ankle nor his knee. "They just
When he was a resident he impressed both Dr.
said it was congenital, and they don't know what
James Gage, medical director at Gillette, and Dr. David
caused it," his mother said. Unless something could be
Fischer, a Minneapolis orthopedic surgeon whose pubdone, he would grow up with a very weak ankle and, at
lic fame comes from ·repairing the knees of Minnesota
best, a short leg and a severe limp. Back pain would be
Vikings and medical fame from inventing the Fischer
an almost certain consequence.
fixator for healing broken legs.
Ultimately the McKinstrys found Dahl.
While Dahl was a resident, Fischer headed the
There was one problem. They were members of the
leg-length discrepancy program at the Shriners HospiPHP health maintenance organization and they
tal for Crippled Children in Minneapolis.
couldn't find a participating PHP physician who would
"It caught Mark's imagination," Fischer said. "He
refer Ryan to Dahl. "They said there were plenty of
took over because of his interest, and became a nationother orthopedic surgeons who were PHP particial and international expert in this field."
pants," McKinstry said.
Fischer said the success of the procedure is ·"operator
When the chance came, the McKinstrys changed to
dependent- you can't pick this up with a little work.
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Aware Gold, "and we haven't
It's very sophisticated, both the mechanics and physiolhad a bit of trouble since," she said.
ogy. It takes someone who is really dedicated to this
They didn't lose anything by waiting. Dahl delayed
very small area to be successful."
the surgery until Ryan turned 5 so the boy could unFischer said he refers patients to Dahl, especially
derstand what was happening and cooperate in the
those with complicated fractures and short legs and
lengthy postsurgery treatment and physical therapy.
children with congenital abnormalities.
Dahl performed the surgery at Gillette Hospital in
"The cases with children are very complex, much
St. Paul. He expects to operate on Ryan when he is 10
· more complex than the trauma cases with adults," Fisto lengthen the leg so it is about the same length as his
cher said. "With children who are born with abnormal
other leg.
limbs there sometimes are many other things wrongPaul Terry, 38, vice president for medical education
muscles, bones and nerves."
of the Park Nicollet Medical Foundation, had a bad
Blood vessels, muscles and nerves sometimes don't
limp and back problems as the result of a motorcycle
stretch as rapidly as bone regrows, so adjustments have
accident that occurred 15 years ago in which his legs
to be made to avoid damaging them-and leaving a pawere shattered.
tient worse off than before.
His left thighbone knitted together crooked, leaving
Dahl works about two days a week at Gillette. Gage
the leg 1.6 inches shorter than the right. A friend told
said there are about 20 pediatric orthopedic surgeons
him about Dahl.
in the country doing the procedures, occasionally, that
"I followed up," Terry said. "I've thrown out my
Dahl does. "I don't know of anybody else doing this ·
weird shoes with lifts."
exclusively. The more you do something like this the
He said, "Here is a procedure you would think inbetter you get. Mark is in a league with himself."
D
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ature will be a capital bonding
session. SCSU plans to request
funds for several projects including, among others, $30 million
for the construction of a new library and $3 million for a
Chiller Plant and loop.
Your help is needed! For information on how alumni can
assist in SCSU' s legislative effort, contact Bob Dinndorf, executive director of SCSU' s Alumni
Association, 612-255-4241.

SCSU will mark 125
years in 1994-95
A steering committee has met
and plans are under way to celebrate St. Cloud State University's (SCSU) 125th anniversary
during the 1994-95 academic
year. Celebrating SCSU's heritage and recognizing SCSU' s
contributions to Minnesota will
be among the themes for the anniversary.
"We'll be developing our
ideas this year for a significant
celebration next year," said Angelo Gentile, SCSU' s director of
public relations, who is cochairing the event.
"We welcome everyone's
ideas, the bigger the better," said
Bob Dinndorf, executive director
of SCSU' s Alumni Association,
who is the other co-chair of the
event. "We want anyone-alumni, students, faculty, staff-who
has ever been associated with
SCSU to come back during the
year and help us celebrate SCSU
turning 125 years young."
Plans thus far include a written compilation of SCSU' s history; aton willi several poteiffiat special events.
For information or to send ideas,
call Gentile at 612-255-3151 or
Dinndorf at 612-255-3177.

I

·. Human performance
lab receives donation
from Eagles group
Jay Noren, chancellor of the Minnesota Higher Education Board, visited
St. Cloud State University (SCSU) this summer to discuss the pending
merger of the state university system with the technical college and community college systems. Photo by Andra VanKempen
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dergraduate students. Related to
this, a plan to dramatically inFunds remains level
crease tuition at public universiState support for higher educaties and then increase the finantion generally and St. Cloud
cial aid pool failed in the legislaState University in particular, reture.The merger of the state unimained fairly level during the
versity system with the communipast year's legislative session,
ty college and technical college
which ended last spring.
systems emerged intact. The
The Minnesota Stat~ University
merger will take effect on July 1,
System's base budget was pre1995.
served, with the system receiving
Finally, some limited capital
a two-year appropriation of $355
funds were approved, including
million, a $51 million improveabout $290,000 for planning for
ment over what Gov. Carlson had
a new library at SCSU (two sesproposed last January_. _ ~-,,,.- -.-- ........sions a o); about 200 000 for a
uition also was Kept a or replacement boiler at SCSU; and
able for the citizens of Minnesosome monies for additional
ta. Tuition increases will be held
property purchases in the
to 5 percent in each of the next
six-block area next to SCSU.
two years for most resident unThe 1994 Minnesota legisl

SCSU and the
Jurassic connection
Have you seen it yet? Fans of the summer's film hit "Jurassic Park" may find
some interesting connections at St.
Cloud State..SCSU alum Ty
Ellingson, -B.A./M.A. '82 is an
artist with George Lucas' Industrial light & Magic Co.,
and helped create the
dinosaurs.

1920-1949
GERYAISE COVELL MILLER, '26, Boulder, Colo.,
recently met up with TAMARA L MILLER, '84, another SCSU alum living in Boulder. Though Geraises
and Tamara are unrelated, they do share a common
educational background-the elementary education
core. Gervaise is a resident of Boulder Manor where
Tamara works as an RN. Gervaise was the 1925 May
Queen for St. Cloud. That same year she was elected
Miss Liberty for New London. After receiving her
teaching certificate from St. Cloud Teaching College,
she taught elementary school in Cleveland Heights,
Ohio for 25 years. She married John Miller and has
two children.
VIRGINIA FAHR PETERSON, '32, Paso Robles,
Calif., returned to campus from Paso Robles, Calif.
where she has retired after her career as a teacher and
principal in the elementary schools. Virginia has been
recognized for her outstanding service in Calif. with
the naming of Virginia Peterson Elementary School.
ETHEL BAKEMAN STEINWEG, '35, St. Louis

Twin Cities meteorologis·t Paul Douglas,
who teaches at SCSU, and who owns an
environmental monitoring company called
Earthwatch, created the computer weather
sequences seen throughout the film.
Ellingson currently lives in California,
but will be here this fall to talk about the
film. Douglas teaches ESCI 370-Broadcast
Meteorology at St. Cloud State.

Park, attended Reunion '93. She had also earned degrees in 1930 and 1931. Ethel is currently retired and
lives in St. Louis Park.
.----------,,,,,., HERB STREITZ, '35,
was a high school band
director most of his life
and played semi-professional baseball in the
Southern Mini-league.
Herb owned a recording
business called On Location Recording later in
his career. While at St.
Cloud State, he is remem•
bered for having pitched
HERB STREITZ '35 both games in a double
header in May, 1932,
which won the first-ever Minnesota college baseball
tournament.
ETHEL HARBERTS, '36, Spicer, has published a
book, Footprints of Henry W. Longfellow, providing a

The St. Cloud Fraternal Order
of Eagles recently presented a gift
of $5,000 to the Human Performance Laboratory at St. Cloud
State University (SCSU).
This donation will be used to
purchase laboratory equipment
designed to assess human metabolism and cardiovascular fitness.
"We are especially grateful for
this gift at a time when state and
federal funds are limited," said
Jack Kelly, director of the SCSU
Human Performance Laboratory.

Jan DeBerry Zniewski, Bob Oinndorf, Rosie
Moran, Kay Sebastian

SCSU Foundation Board of Directon:
President: John Schultzetenberg '68; Vice
President: Robert Hebeisen '63; Secretary
/Treasurer. Steve Nohava '74; Board Members: Jack Amundson, J. P. Bolduc '61, Fred
Bursch, Rick Caldecott '77, Mary Ditlevson
Choate '79, Mabel Cobom, Larry Dom '64,
Alyn Dull '49, Janese Evans ' 79, '81, Kenton Frohrip, Lee Hanson, Donald Hess '65,
Jim Janochoski '84, James Kelly, John Leisen
'61, Pat Hirl Longstaff '73, Gary Petrucci
'65, Warren Tiegen, Colleen Thompson
'86, James D. Wannigman ' 68, Donald
Watkins, Susan Wiese '73.

SCSU Alumni Board of Directon:
President: Jim Janochoski '84; Past President: Jeff Holmberg '75; Secretary: Carol
Gates White '58, '71; Board Members: Gary
Botzek '72, Arlene Casey '88, Lucille Cooper '69, Al Grewe '50, Robert Hull '87, Lisa
Koll '88, Ted Lockett '72, '73, Howard Merriman '42, Ryo Miyagi -'90, Jane Munson
'68, Mark Neeb '81, Greg Nystuen '72, '74,
Missy Olsen-Elm '80, Clara Zweber Porter
'83, Robert Riggs '64, John Ross '76, Jim
Stigman '90, Robert Walter '73, Carmon
Watkins '85, Joyce Wong '86; Ex-officio
Members: John Berling '57, Michael Connaughton, Owen Hagen '61, G. Richard
Hogan, James Kelly, Raymond Merritt,
Dennis Nunes, Pat Borgert '78, Bob Dinndorf, Marjorie Fish.

Produced by the offices of Public Relations

Retired English
faculty member
Howard Russell dies
award Russell, 89_, formerly of
Sartell and a faculty emeritus at
St. Cloud State University
(SCSU), died in July.
Russell, who taught at SCSU
from 1963 to 1972, was chairperson of the department from
1968 to 1972.
Russell was a graduate of the
University of Minnesota and
taught for 14 years in the English Department at the University of North Dakota.
Russell also had an interesting
service career, serving as secretary general of the Nuremburg
war crimes in Nuremburg, Germany from 1946 to 1949. Before
that, he was Chief of Civilian
Personnel of Third Service Com-

unique approach to the enjoyment of five of Longfellow's narrative poems: "Evangeline," "Paul Revere's
Ride," "Tales of the Wayside Inn," '1be Courtship of
Miles Standish" and "Hiawatha." By combining segments of the poems with informative dialogue on vari•
ous historic attractions throughout the country, one
can fully appreciate and feel the impact of the settings
which provided the background for Mr. Longfellow:s
great narrative poetry. Copies of the book are available
from Ethel, P.O. Box 81, Spicer, MN 56288.
DONATA FLEMING KING, '36, '38, Lansing,
Mich., traveled to Reunion '93 with her husband
Clarence from Lansing. Donata completed her two
year degree in 1936 and BE in 1938.
E.L GROVE, '38, Winfield, Ill., and his wife Ethel at•
tended the reunion weekend July 8-9. Grove worked
as a senior scientist with ITT Research Institute in
Chicago. He has donated a set of his text books Ap.
plied Atomic Spectroscopy to the Alumni Authors q:,llection. Ethel is a violinist with the DuPage symphony.
UUlAN SJOUN TEISBERG, '39, the classnotes
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mand, War Department, in Baltimore. He later served with the
state department and with American Embassy in Germany.
Survivors include his wife;
sons Howard, Bethesda, Md.;
William, San Francisco; Robert,
Vienna, Va.; sister, Dorothy
Dixon, Los Angeles; nine grandchildren; and four great-grandchildren.

staff apologizes for an inaccurate classnote in the last
issue of Outlook. Her book Our Journey of Faith COV·
ers the period 1861-1991 rather than 1961 as reported
in Outlook. Our apologies.
ELSIE HUDEC DEW, '40, Echo, has retired after a
career as a missionary and social worker. Beginning in
1945, Elsie traveled throughout India for over 15 years
as a missionary. She worked primarily in Kanpur City
and Kanauj: In 1963, she rerurned to Minnesota
where she began a second career as a social worker in
Big Stone County. She has two books in process
which she began several years ago and intends to fin•
ish. Elsie was on campus in 1990 to celebrate her 50th
anniversary of graduation.
FIDYD SOLDIN, '40, San Diego, rerurned to cam•
pus to attend Reunion '93. Floyd was pleased to become reacquainted with Donata and Clarence King.
RUSS DAVIS, '42 and Mary Davis journeyed to St.
Cloud from Seattle via Detroit to attend reunion '93.
Following the reunion Russ was off to the Princeton
area to conduct some genealogical research. His trip

NEWS BRIEFS
Social work statement
stirs dialogue

Social Sciences
offers courses in
nursing home
administration
St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) now offers a new coursework concentration that permits
students to become licensed
nursing home administrators.
"This is especially important because the health care field overall, and nursing homes in particular, need qualified, educated administrators," said Patricia Bodelson, political science. "We already have six senior students
who will be taking the state licensure exam this year."
For information, contact
Bodelson at the SCSU political
science department, (612)
654-5164.

Robert Ressler, a nationally known criminologist, spoke this summer at
St. Cloud State Univenity (SCSU). Ressler has conducted research on violent behavior and has been consulted on such crimes as the Atlanta
child murden, and the cases of "Son of Sam" and Ted Bundy. Photo by
Andra VanKempen

Women's Center
receives grants

Minnesota State Universities to
encourage networking and to
present SCSU' s model.
The SCSU Women's Center
has raised about $60,000 from
outside sources, including grants
from the Otto Bremer Foundation and its local affiliate, First
American National Bank; Target
Stores; Fingerhut and SCSU
Student Government.

St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) Women's Center received two grants of $5,000 each
recently from Fingerhut and Target to support its Sexual Violence Prevention Program
(SVPP).
SVPP, now in its second year,
is a comprehensive program to
deter sexual violence on campus.
It combines mandatory education for freshmen and other targeted groups with policy analysis
and support services for victims.
"We sincerely appreciate the
support we have received for this
very important program," said
Jane Olsen, SCSU Women's
Center director. "We are very
grateful to Fingerhut and Target
for their continued support."
Other activities that are supported by the grants include educating both men' s and women's
athletic teams, educating members of SCSU fraternities and
sororities, developing peer education programs, continuing advocacy and support services for victims, researching and developing
culturally sensitive curriculum,
and hosting forums for other
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SCSU announces
1993 student
excellence awards
As part of a continuing effort to
recognize the achievements of its
students, St. Cloud State University (SCSU) has announced the
recipients of the 1993 Excellence
in Leadership Award.
The Excellence in Leadership
program is designed to recognize
the accomplishments students
have made while attending
SCSU and the contributions
they have made to the university
and the community. The applications are reviewed by a committee and the recipients selected on
the basis of their contributions
and accomplishments, according

S

S

was prompted, in part, by a chance meeting at a Sons
of Noiway convention in Seattle with relatives of
SCSU faculty member David Boyer. Russ serenaded
the 50 year luncheon audience with a song accompanied by his wife and looks fotward to a reunion of the
college quartet at Reunion '94.
EVERETT MATHIESON, '40, White Bear lake, attended Reunion '93.
HOWARD MERRIMAN, '42, Edina, is re•
tired and living in Edina
but spending most summer days at his lake home
in Zimmerman. Howard
taught and coached in the
Delano and Edina public
schools and served as athletic director at Edina. He
was first president of the
Metropolitan Athletic DiHowARD MEiuuMAN '.fZ · rectors Association, wrote
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to Pat Borgert, director of University Organizations and coordinator of the SCSU Excellence in
Leadership program.
"The students who receive
these awards are excellent representatives of the St. Cloud State
University student body," Borgert said. "The award recognizes
those students who represent our
top student leaders." Interestingly, 41 percent of the recipients
(13) are members of the SCSU
honors program, and 12 percent
of the recipients are international
students.
The recipients are Brian Johnsrud, Kevynn C. Phelps, Lynette
Hanson, Andy lrber, Tracy
Stead, Mary Beth Schafer, Kevin
Ludke, Tina Marie Ham, Christi
Seelen, Chad Roggeman, Rose
M. Kubes, Peter W. Hanson,
Dana Tennison, Kevin Burkart,
Jannell Selkirk, Julie Hawley,
Marcella Johnson, Rachel Fonss,
Robert Gardner, Kristi Kosloske,
Michele L Rogers, Diana Kunkel, Gina Lehner, Susan Stryk,
Bernadette Wilson, Christine M.
Enking, Jennifer Floria, Jennifer
Hiter, Carlos Campos, Beatriz
Lovo, Yusi Kumalo, and Musa
Mhlanga.

S

+

the constitution for little league baseball in Minnesota,
coordinated the Lake Conference Hockey program
from 1954-76 and was first executive secretary of the
lake Conference. He has received the WCCO radio
good neighbor award and the Edina school district has
recognized him by naming the high school field house
and gymnasium after him.
DORIS ERICKSON TAYLOR, '42, San Diego,
Calif., married to Charles Taylor, they have recently
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary.
JOHN E. MAWNEY, '43, Brainerd, has retired after
31 years as a fisheries biologist with the MN DNR. He
is "enjoying country living in a newly built smallish
bungalow with humongous front and back lawns."
WILLIS BlACK, '45, Willmar, lives in Florida during
the winter and Lake George, MN in the summer.
GENEVIEVE FRANK HERRON, '47, Watertown,
has retired from a career in teaching.

C

A position statement on discrimination against gays and lesbians
that was established last year by
St. Cloud State University's
(SCSU) Department of Social
Work stirred debate recently.
The statement, adopted a year
ago, discourages students from
entering the program if they are
not open to learning about gay
and lesbian people and are unwilling to try to end discrimination against them.
The statement advised students from "strong religious
backgrounds" to carefully examine their attitudes about gays and
lesbians. Angry opponents of the
statement charged the social work
department with discriminating
against individuals with religious
backgrounds and beliefs. ·
A series of angry letters and
essays appeared in the St. Cloud

1950s

3

the wording of the statement in
April and dropped the specific
references to religion.
The department is interested
in clearing up any misunderstandings. "It is not the intent at
all to discriminate against religious people," said Rick Present,
an associate professor of social
work. "We're simply asking people to be open to learning ...
People need to be sensitive to
and be able to empathize with a
large group of people, including
· gays and lesbians."
"We're attempting to help students make an informed choice,"
said Marge T winame-Dungan,
chairperson of the department.
"If they're open to learning
about diversity, then they're welcome here."
(Note: Some information for this article originally appeared in the Star
Tribune, Minneapolis-St. Paul).

Robert Bess, left, SCSU president, and Chuck Winkelman, right, St.
Cloud mayor, exchanged symbolic parcels of dirt recently at a ceremony
to signify the official exchange of land along the Mississippi River just
south of the SCSU campus. SCSU owned land along the river that the
city now will develop into park lands. Concurrently, the city had owned
land nearer the south part of the campus that SCSU will now
for
maintenance, recreation and parking purposes. Photo by Andra
VanKempen
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National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NISI) in Gathersburg, Md. Swanson earned the first
economics degree granted by St Cloud State .. He
earned his Ph.D. from Iowa State and is a faculty
member on loan to NIST from Georgia Tech University.
BERNELL MOREN, '51, Coon Rapids, ha~ retired
from special education in the Albuquerque, N M public school system after teaching there for 14 years.
CWR HABERMAN, '53, North St. Paul, just retired
as a math teacher in North St. Paul /Maplewood
schools. He is traveling and volunteering. He says he
is going to open an acupuncture clinic and any SCSU
alumni can come in for free needling.
JANETTE TOLLEFSON FISCHER TRIMBLE, '56,
'70, Thief River Falls, received local church Cross and
Flame Award, Annual Conference Torch Award, District Human Relations Award, the Zonta Club International Outstanding Volunteer Award at Warren Village and the Warren Village Volunteer Service Award
for 1993.

DAYID SWANSON, '50, is a guest researcher at the

Times. The department changed
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ORVILLE B. PUNG, '58, Stillwater, traveled to China
during summer 1993 where he led a group of Corrections professionals on a tour (see Distinguished Alumni Award Article).
DICK RAYMOND, '58, has decided to leave the lab
and biology classroom after 26 years teaching at North
Idaho College. He was well known for his colorful
work as the public address announcer at NIC Men's
Basketball games. His "raspy roar," bullhorn of a voice
and all the accompanying theatrics will be missed on
the softball fields of Coeur D'Alene, Idaho. He also
taught skeet and trap shooting since the college implemented the class l Oor 12 years ago. This past summer he was inducted into the Idaho Softball Hall of
Fame in recognition of his work as a slow pitch softball umpire 1967-90.
EWNE SCHLIEP, '58, and JERRY SCHLIEP, '59,
'65, Willmar, Elaine continues to operate Merry lane
preschool in Willmar. The school has operated for 16
years and has graduated over 600 preschoolers. Jerry
retired after a 34-year teaching career. After graduating

NEWS BRIEFS
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Three SCSU programs
receive mayor's awards
Two faculty and one staff member of St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) were honored recently
as recipients of the first annual
St. Cloud mayor's "High Five
Awards." The awards were presented during the opening ceremonies at SCSU for the
city-wide Wheels, Wings and
Water Festival. Honored were:
-Robert Johnson, SCSU
professor of minority studies
who also is director of the Minority Math and Science Camp,
whose work in promoting math,
science, technology, and the environment for minority and female
students in the third through

eighth grade brings diversity to
these areas of study. Johnson's
work contributes to diversity in
the work force as well as the
community and creates role
models for all ages.
-Lee laDue, coordinator of
the Sexual Assault Services,
whose work at the SCSU
Women's Center has formed
several partnerships with many
St. Cloud organizations to combat sexual violence and work toward prevention of crime. She
created a prevention program for
first-year SCSU students that
works with residence halls and
university organizations and
serves as a model for other universities.
- Debra Leigh, SCSU facul-

Several St. Cloud community members were honored
this summer by St. Cloud Mayor Chuck Winkelman
with "High Five Awards," for their service to the
area. Those honored included, front: David Bentrude
and Thomas Mastey of the St. Cloud Police Depart•
ment accepting the crime prevention award for the
DARE program, and Marj Hawkins, St. Cloud School
District, accepted the age-sensitive program award for
her work with communities caring for children; second row: Mayor Winkelman, Rick Thienes, Eclipse
Industries, Inc., for business development, and Lee
LaDue, SCSU Women's Center, for crime prevention;
third row: Dr. Keith Larson and Dr. Beth Reisgraf,

with a Biology degree, he began teaching biology and
earth science at Willmar Jr. High. After seven years of
junior high, Jerry "graduated" to Willmar Junior College (now Community College).
JOHN WIETZEL, '59, St. Cloud, president of
Bankers Systems was elected to his third term on the
St John's University Board of Regents.

1960s
PHIL ANDERSON, '62, Manhattan, Kan., won the
Kansas State University's 1992 Conoco Presidential
Award for Distinguished Services to Minority Education. This award provides a citation and $1,000
stipend.
RICHARD BlAIR, '62, Fridley, was a speaker at the
American Society of Association Executives Annual
Meeting during August in Minneapolis.
MYRON UMERSKI, '62, '72, St. Cloud, was presented with the national Outstanding Freshman Advocate
Award at the National Freshman Year Experience

ty member who is director of the
Full House Dance Company, a
multicultural children's performing group that studies and performs dance and related art
forms that represent the contributions of African, Asian, European, Hispanic and Native
American peoples. Leigh provides cultural and physical enrichment for children and awareness of cultural diversity to the
larger community.
"We are very pleased that
SCSU received awards in three
of the city's five award categories," said SCSU President
Robert Bess. "We are very proud
of these programs and those who
make them possible."

two area physicians, accepting the community service
award for the Stearns/Benton County Medical Society, Karen Winscher-Ihnen, for communities caring
for children, and Clarence White, for community service; fourth row: Jeff Blair, from the Stearns/Benton
County Medical Society, and Robert Johnson, SCSU
faculty member, for cultural diversity. Not pictured
was Debra Leigh, another SCSU faculty member, who
also received the cultural diversity award. Also not
pictured was a representative from Oak Hill Elemen•
tary School for the Adopted Grandparent Program.
Photo by Andra VanKempen

Conference held Feb. 21
in Columbia, S.C. He
was chosen from a group
of educators whose efforts
on their college campuses
create a community that is
responsive to the needs of
first-year students.
KAREN AHLES, '64,
'71, '76, St Cloud, is a finance committee member
for the United Way of the
MYllON UMERSKJ, '62, '72 St Cloud Area.
LARRY DORN, '64, Fergus Falls, a securities broker-dealer in Fergus Falls, was
named one of the nation's 10 top brokers by Registered Representatives, a trade publication that circulates to 83,000 brokers nationwide. Dom, 51, has
owned his own firm, Dom and Co., for 27 years and
deals extensively in tax-exempt bonds. Dom and Co.
is ranked 39th among the nation's top municipal

Boyd Purdom

Boyd Purdom receives
Burlington award
A St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) professor was honored
this spring as recipient of the
Burlington Northern Faculty
Achievement Award for 1993.
Boyd Purdom, professor in the
Department of Teacher Development, received $2,500 award for
his effective teaching, dedication
and commitment to excellence.
"He teaches a wide variety of
courses for majors and multicultural gender classes," said Barbara Grachek, vice president for
academic affairs. Purdom has
demonstrated and provided a
model for effective teaching.
The Burlington Northern
Foundation, on behalf of
Burlington Northern Railroad
Company, has continued to support and recognize outstanding
teaching through its Faculty
Achievement Award Program.
SCSU has been granted funds
from this organization for the
past seven years to recognize contributions to students' growth
and development by outstanding
faculty, according to Grachek.

Ruth Mosier succumbs
Ruth Mosier, 87, St. Cloud, who
worked as a catalog librarian and
library science teacher at St.
Cloud State University (SCSU)
from 1958 to 1974, died in
April.

bond underwriters for
tax-free pollution control
bonds. Larry is a member
of the SCSU Foundation
Boarcl and chairs its finance committee. His
daughter Jennifer graduat•
ed from SCSU in 1993
as did son-in-law Stacy.
BILL ROSS, '65, Port
Washingron, Wis., was
appointed to Sec/freaLAiulY DoRN, '64
surer of Wisconsin
Choral Directors Association and in May was name Chorus Director at Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.
GARY SMITH, '65, Canton, Ohio, represented
SCSU at the May 7, 1993 inauguration of Dr. Peggy
Elliott, new president of the University of Akron
(Ohio). Gary lives in Canton and is president of Hercules Engine Company. Hercules Engine manufac-
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She received degrees from
Kansas State Teachers CollegeEm poria, the University of Minnesota and the University of Illinois. In addition to SCSU,
Mosier taught at Friends
Academy and Junior College,
Haivland, Kan.; was girls superintendent at State School for Dependent Children, Owatonna;
was a member of civilian personnel for Air Service Command,
Hill Field, Ogden, Utah; and acquisition librarian for Hamline
University in St. Paul.
Survivors include brothers,
Francis D. Tremaine, Newberg,
Ore., and Ivan Tremaine, Lynden, Wash.

Recipients of
David Swenson
Foundation honored
St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) department of music has
honored the first recipients of
the David Swenson Foundation
scholarships. The awards were
made this spring during the music de.partment' s honors convocation.
Swenson, a 1976 graduate of
SCSU with a B.S. degree in music education was a percussionist who died in April 1992. Before his death, he established a
foundation dedicated to educational purposes in music and especially percussion instruction.
It was his affection for SCSU
and his experience here that
were instrumental in the offering of these scholarships to
SCSU students.
Seven students were recipients of
this year's scholarships that included upper division, lower division, service, alternate lower division and alternate service
awards.
The recipients are Todd
Prout, Chris Larsen, Eric Sundeen, Derrick Raiter, John
T wernbold, Elizabeth Sundet
and Peter Flom.

tures gasoline as well as alternative fuel engines for
military, agriculture, mass transit, power generation
and other markets.
DAVE HODNEFIELD, '66, Worthington, is chief operating officer with Jack Frost/Gold' n Plump of St
Cloud.
THOMAS W. MASSO, '67, New Brighton, the director of the MDA's Food Inspection Division was
awarded the Harvey W . Wiley Award by the National
Association of Food and Drug Officials during their
June 20-23 meeting in San Antonio, Texas. The award
recognizes Masso for outstanding service in administering food and drug laws in Minnesota, and promoting the objectives of the Association of Food and Drug
Officials.
TONY ALFANO, '68 and MILLIE ALFANO, '74, attended Reunion '93. Tony is a psychologist at the VA
Medical Center in St. Cloud and an adjunct faculty
member in the SCSU applied psychology department
Millie works with SCSU students who are serving internships in the St Cloud school district She is
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VOSSEN MOVES FROM THE LOFT
TO REDFORD'S SUNDANCE
Lois Vossen may have changed
mediums, but working with creative people remains a constant.
Since 1991, Vossen, a 1984
graduate of St. Cloud State University (SCSU) who majored in
arts administration, has been the
administrative manager for the
Sundance Institute, Robert Redford's film institute in Utah that
supports and develops emerging
screenwriters and directors. Before the move west, Vossen was
the program director for the Loft,'
the Twin Cities-based literary
, center for aspiring writers (see
Outlook, fall 1989).
"It has been an interesting
transition into the film community," says Vossen, who first visited Sundance in December, 1990
as a volunteer for the Sundance
Film Festival before being offered
a full-time job a year later. "The
film community is more aggressive than my experience with

writers at the Loft. Perhaps at
Sundance the stakes are just
higher."
Redford founded the institute in 1981, and current programs include: the Sundance
Film Festival, Feature Film Program, International Programs,
Sundance Children's Theatre,
Transitional Artists Fellows,
Comedy Writing Workshop, and
Environmental Documentaries.
Among the more notable films
developed through Sundance
labs or discovered at Sundance
Film Festival include: A Trip to .
Bountiful; sex, lies and videotape and Blood Simple.
During the annual film festival, Vossen says she works as the
filmmaker liaison, working with
independent directors whose
films are chosen to be screened
at the festival. During the spring,Vossen helps to plan the logistics
for other programs, which means

preparing
brochures,
and arranging
lodging
and travel
for visiting
artists, directors
and writLois Vossen
ers. During the summer, Vossen lives at
Sundance, Utah and helps manage the summer lab programs
(Film makers Lab, Screenwriters
Lab, Children's Theatre-Playwrights Lab, and the Producers
Conference).
"I've loved living in the west,"
Vossen says. "Utah is the perfect
launching pad for my travels,
and ... I've explored southern
Utah, New Mexico, Colorado,
Arizona, Seattle and California.
It is true that you can grow addicted to the mountains!"
A dancer with the group Flamenco, performed l.atin dancing during the
"Live on the Mall" entertainment series offered this summer at St.
Cloud State University ( SCSU ) . Photo by Andra VanKempen

SCSU's Lekhakul
awarded NSF grant

Six Minnesota higher education institutions joined to•
gether recently to form the Higher Education Manu•
facturing Process Applications Consortium, designed
to coordinate the delivery of manufacturing improve•
ment processes to small- and medium-sued manufacturers throughout the state. Among those participat·

pleased to find the students she works with to be of
high caliber and hard working.
GARY BAHR, '68, Brooklyn Park, is with the Social
Security Administration in St. Paul. Gary was inducted
into the SCSU Athletic Hall of Fame in February,
1993.
KEN CLEVElAND, '68, Plymouth, attended Reunion '93. He is a senior premium audit specialist
with Fireman's Fund Insurance, Minneapolis.
DAVID CRAIGMILE, '68 and PATSY CRAIGMILE, '70, Boyd, attended Reunion '93. They report
that the rain has not terribly dampened their farm operation and look forward to a few days of warm sunny
weather. The Craigmiles are continuing the St. Cloud ·
State tradition in their family. Two of their daughters
are enrolled for the 1993-93 school year.
ROSELIA DAMBOWY, '68, Brainerd, is currently
teaching at Brainerd Community College and looks
1
forward to retiring ck to St. Cloud, where she plans
to be involved in c munity theatre.
LINDA lASURE, '68, Issaquah, Wash., is vice presi-

ing in the signing ceremony recently were, from left:
Lawrence Ianni, chancellor of the University of Minnesota-Duluth; Robert Bess, interim president, St.
Cloud State University; and Frank Starke, president,
Alexandria Technical College. Photo by Andra
VanKempen

dent of PanLabs, Inc., Bothell, Washington. Dr. Lasure received the Distinguished Alumni Award in
1986.
KAY LEE, '68, Brooklyn Park, operates a day care center in Brooklyn Park.
BEVERLY FUGLEM PETITBON, '68, Vienna, Va.,
is a former Miss St. Cloud and has been living in the
Washington D.C. area
for several years. Her
husband Richie is head
coach of the Washington Redskins.
KEN REIMERS, '68,
Savage, is at home in
Savage where he claims
to be high and dry despite the flooding Minnesota River which flows
through Savage. He is a
manager with Our Own
BoNrrA VEVEllKA WYUE '68
Hardware, Burnsville.
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St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) professor, Sura
Lekhakul, has been awarded a
grant of $10,000 from the National Science Foundation.
Lekhakul, professor of electrical engineering, will direct the
project titled "Parallel Processing
Laboratory." The award covers
his work through September
1995. A six-month unfunded
flexibility period is included in
the award.
The total project cost is
$21,201 including $10,605 in
matching funds from SCSU.

JOHN SCHULZETENBERG, '68, Annandale, is executive vice president with Technalysis, Minne-apolis
and president bf the SCSU Foundation.
BONITA VEVERKA WYLIE, '68, Shorewood, won
the first Presidential Award for Excellence in Elementary Science Teaching in 1990. In March 1993, she
became president of the Society of Elementary Presidential Awardees.
JIM WANNIGMAN, '68, Eagan, is vice president of
Unmark Leasing, Eden Prairie, and a member of the
SCSU Foundation Board of Directors.
CHARLES HOESE, '69, Glenco, an associate of Eugene Karstens Agency, recently attended the Aid Association for Lutherans' Executive Conference in Orlando, Fla., where he was honored for excellence in fraternal service.
TIM NEWLIN, '69,'77, Grantsburg, Wis., is co-owner of Newlin Specialities, greeting card distributorship
serving the upper midwest. He also has been employed as a family therapist with Northern Pines Unified Services for 12 years.

Sura 1.ekhakul

The National Science Foundation is headquartered in Washington D.C.

1970-1976
DAYID L MORTENSEN, '70, Greenwood, Ind., is
completing his Master of Business degree at Indiana
Wesleyan University.
LINDA ST. JOHN, '70,
Brooklyn Park, member
of the SCSU Athletic
Hall of Fame, returned
to campus last April to
speak for "Women on
Wednesdays."
GERAL BlANCHARD,
'71, Sheridan, Wyo., recently published the

book, Sex Offender
______ Treatment: A psychoeducational Model. Geral is
GERAL BLANCHARD '71
a sex offender consultant
and treannent trainer who lectures throughout the
U.S. and Canada on sexual assault. He also operates a
nature photography business.

INTERVIEW

.A;,,_,

SCSU b1roadens the
the College of Education at St

Cloud State University celebrates the
40th anniversary of graduate education, what
are the trends and prime issues facing teacher
education? For answers, the following interview with Dean Owen Hagen, College of Education, was conducted this summfr by Helen
Ng, a student writer in SCSV's public relations office.
by Helen Ng

What changes have you seen in the
College of Education in your 30 years
here as a faculty member and dean and
as you mark the 40th anniversary of
graduate education in your college?
The College of Education has clearly become
more comprehensive in the past several years.
During its earlier years, elementary and secondary education programs were our primary
areas of focus. Even though they remain central to our mission, a major transformation
has occurred which now features areas like
special education; early childhood and family
education; human relations; physical education, recreation and sport- sciences; applied
psychology; and fields such as counseling, information media, and health/safety.
Graduate education made its entry forty
years ago in the same pattern, then evolved
into new programs such as educational leadership which has grown from courses to master's programs to sixth-year specialist programs, and currently we are working with the
university of Minnesota to cooperatively deliver a doctoral program in leadership.
As you can see, we have clearly transformed
beyond the K-12 frameworks.

Tell me about your networking
activities.
Networking is central to our success as a college of education. Preparing quality education

TERRY GRUBER, '71, St. Cloud, is placement director at St. Cloud Technical College. He recently was appointed to a two year term on the Steams-Benton Private Industry Council.
ROYCE NIES, '71, Sartell, is vice president/investment officer at Dain Bosworth Inc., Norwest Center,
St. Cloud.
MOLLY RENSIDW, '71, St. Cloud, events coordinator for Herberger's Inc.
has been elected to the
company's board of directors.
COL GARY WANDMACHER, '71, USAF
currently is serving as
the Chief of laboratory
Services, USAF regional
hospital Elgin Air Force
Base, Aa. and Air Force
Systems Command labCOL. GAIY W ANDMACHER '71 oratory Consultant. He

professionals is something that can occur only
through shared activities with many groups
and agencies. This translates into practice for
us through such ongoing networks as:
-A partnership with TIES (Technology Information Education Services), which is a computer-focused urban organization working with
50-plus school districts to enhance the use of
technology in schools.
-A partnership with the Minneapolis Public Schools to enhance the quality of urban education for the College of Education and Minneapolis educators.
-The University of Minnesota/College of
Education joint projects, such a~ the emerging
Ed.D. program.
-Our formal connection to the Minnesota
High Success Consortium.
-Joint programs with the Adler Institute in
the area of emotionally disturbed children.
-Our numerous partnerships with area
schools and districts to enhance, for example,
cultural diversity.

How is the College of Education
contributing to educating a diverse
population?

What are you doing with technology
in education?
It is my feeling that we are coming of age in
the area of technology as it relates to the development of professional educators. Among the
more exciting recent developments would be
our work with the instructional media staff in
creating interactive television structures to sup-

~-~in Hopefully, before

Cultural diversity is without a doubt one of
our highest priorities in the College of Education. The development of high quality professionals without an adequate grounding in
background, experiences, sensitivities and
knowledge in ·multiculturalism, would simply
not be adequate in today's educational world.
We are excited about a variety of College of
Education developments in moving toward
this important goal:
·
-We have a variety of programs in place
that bring students of color to our campus
during their elementary, middle and high
school years; some for as long as two and a
half day experiences.
-We are working with mid-career change
professionals of color who are preparing for
careers in education. One program, our youth

has received several military decorations including the
Humanitarian Service medal, three Air Force Commendation medals and three meritorious Service
medals. He is a founding member and first president
of the Society Armed Forces Medical laboratory Scientists. At the annual meeting of SAFMI.S in San Antonio, Col. Wandmacher received the 1992 Past Presidents Award, one of six awards presented annually at
this national meeting.
TOM WOLKE, '71, St. Cloud, was elected treasurer
of the St. Cloud Rotary Club.
DEAN BUDDE, '72, Avon, was elected president of
the Avon Area Chamber of Commerce.
ROBERT J. GACER, JR., '73, Plymouth, is co-owner
of Horizon Graphics/Printing which specializes in
graphic design and print production. He is enrolled in
the Business Communications masters program at St.
Thomas.
IDNNY J. GULDEN, '73, Eden Prairie, is Manager
Sales and Marketing, Industrial Power Products with
SuperPower.

advocate program with the Minneapolis
Schools, should make it possible for 30 to 35
minority teachers to enter the profession in
one to two years.
-We will host one of the finest black literature collections (Archie Givens Collection) for
three months next year, and a number of significant diversity events will be part of this program.
-We are developing a sister institution relationship with Tennessee State University.
The list could go on. Our curriculum, staff
and student bodies are being enriched.

long, global ·connections
can be made.~
port our work. Through the use of these
emerging structures we will be able to have access to classrooms throughout the region for
observation and two-way interaction with
teachers and students in these classrooms. We
also will be able to deliver instruction to many
sites at the same time from central locations.
We will be able to conduct meetings and some
supervisory activities in the same fashion and
hopefully, before long, global connections can
be made.
Another exciting development will be the
establishment of a Challenger Leaming Center
on our campus. Through the hard work of a
number of dedicated professionals in the Col-

DAVID lAVERY, '73, Memphis, TN, has been
named chair of the Department of English at Middle
Tennessee State University, beginning Fall 1993. His
book Late for the Sky: The Mentality of the Space
Age recently was published and a collection of essays
he edited, Full of Secrets: Critical Approaches to Twin
Peaks, has been accepted for publication.
PATRICIA HIRL IDNGSTAFF, '73, Minnetonka,
will attend Harvard University in 1993-94 to obtain a
Masters in Public Administration concentrating on
telecommunications policy and new media technology.
She was a featured speaker at a First Amendment Forum put on here at SCSU by the Mass Communications department this past April.
JAN SCOTT PETERSON, '73, laurel, Md., is manager of Clinical Affairs for Bio-Reg Associates, Inc., a
regulatory affairs consulting firm in laurel. Before
moving to Maryland, he received his MS degree in
Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics from
the University of California, San Francisco.
SUE REDMAN SCHAEFER, '73, Lamberton, adopt-
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ed Tizita, 10, and Mikias, 11, from Addis Abbaba,
Ethiopia. They were welcomed by birthchildren
Michelle, 12, Michael, 10, and husband Butch.
RICH IDRD, '74, St. Cloud, is a business development officer with Steams County National Bank.
BILL CONBOY, '75, St. Cloud, recently joined First
Byte Computers Inc. as finance/operations manager.
SCOTT ERIKSON, '76, Sartell, a certified financial
planner with IDS Financial services Inc., recently was
awarded a Mexican Baja cruise in recognition of his
work.
BETTY KIMBROUGH, '76, is vice president of human resources for the Star Tribune unit of Cowles
Media Co., Minneapolis.
WILLIAM LOCK and LYNETTE OLSON
COLLINS, ' 76, London, ~fngland, has accepted the
position of Human Resources Director-Europe for
Fisher Rosemount, a subsidiary of Emerson Electric.
He will be living in London with his wife and two
children.
MARGARET L PORCHER, '76, North Oaks, is di-

lege of Science and Technology and the College of Education, we have been selected to
house this high-tech simulation center which
will allow children, youths, and adults from
the region to come to our campus to participate in simulated flight experiences and enhance math, science and general problem solving and team building skills of participants.
Other programs can be designed for this lab
with our own creativity guiding the process.
This center will be yet another vehicle for
encouraging young girls to consider courses in
math and science-related fields. Gender equity
also is a high priority for the College of Education and its programs and services.

Tell me about programs related to the
outcome-based education movement.
Outcome-based education is a pupil-centered,
results-oriented system premised on the belief
that all individuals can learn. Demonstrated
achievement in outcome language rather than
letter grades, etc. is central to its overall focus.
As a College of Education, we, of course, need
to be positively responsible to developments
such as this. We feel we are doing this
through our own modeling of outcomes-based
philosophy in our own practice, as well as providing quality instruction about this practice in
our graduate and undergraduate classes.
Down through the years other examples of
such movements would have been non-graded
instruction, individually guided education,
team teaching, Hunter's Elements of Instruction, cooperative learning and whole language.
I am not suggesting that any of these are
synonymous with outcome-based instruction,
but rather to point out that these have been
other significant movements and trends and
there will be new ones in the future. Our goal
is to constantly be in touch with the best elements of all such movements and not to be
locked into any one, as we realize transformations will continue.

rector of information systems development a;.d support with Burlington Northern.

1977-1979
TOM BRABEC, ' 77, Willow River, is the owner ofT
and M Athletics.
SUSAN DURANT, '77, St. Cloud, is vice president
of the Minnesota Assodation of Legal Secretaries.
JO HUEBSCH, ' 77, Crystal, received the AT&T
National Achiever Clubs
Award for sales excellence
at a recent ceremony in
San Antonio, Texas.
IAURA HUSTON, '77,
Sartell, quality laboratory
operations manager for
Jack Frost/Golden Plump
Poulrry has been named a
LAURA HUSTON '77

How many teachers can you estimate
that SCSU has educated in the last
40 years?
As I understand it, in SCSU' s history, we
have graduated approximately 63,000 graduates. Most of those are College of Education
graduates. We are the largest producer of professional educators in the State of Minnesota,
although that is not our goal. During the peak
enrollment years we graduated 1,100 students
per year in elementary, secondary and special
education fields. Our numbers today would be
closer to 750 students, which is what we feel
matches our resources and being responsible
to needs in our region and the nation.

who are associated with professional education. We have quality public and private
school educators and leaders. We have quality
teacher educators who come out of those
ranks. We have good educational reputations

Can you name a few prominent
educators that SCSU have turned out?
First of all, I would say that all of our graduates are prominent in their own way, and we
feel very good about their ongoing contributions to the profession. Yes, we do have individuals who have been very visible, such as
Dr. Richard Green, the former superintendent
of the Minneapolis and New York City
schools, Dr. Gene Mammenga, the former
Commissioner of Education for the State of
Minnesota, former Teacher of the Year, and
other prestigious educators that we are extremely proud to be associated with.
I would re-state, however, that the kindergarten teacher in a small rural elementary
·school who is influencing on a daily basis the
lives and futures of Minnesota youth is also
someone who needs to share the spotlight,
and this interview does not permit me to ·
name all the individuals.

Finally, can you speculate about the
future of the teaching profession?
The future of the teaching profession, in my
estimation, rests with the quality of the people

Owen Hagen

in the State of Minnesota. But we can get better and need to stay abreast of the ever changing needs of our society and schools as an important institution within our society. A key
will be public recognition of the importance of
education. As you might guess, I cannot think
of a more important mission than creating
high quality educational opportunities for
learners of all ages. If we can share somewhat
this common need and goal, then dollars, materials, supportive resources should naturally
follow ... but it starts with people and commitment.
□

MARNIE FISCHER, '79, '88, Fergus Falls, was chosen to participate in the "Leaders" program, an international leadership training program for college
women administrators. Marnie is responsible for administering and managing the Offices of Enrollment
Management, Financial Aid, Registrar, Counseling,
Public Relations, Development and Student life at
Fergus Falls Community College.
HAROLD ORCUTT, '79, '91, St. Cloud, is on the fi.
nance committee for the United Way of St. Cloud
Area.
DEBRA J. QUAAI.., ' 79, St. Louis Park, has been
named publisher of Finance and Commerce, Inc., a
Minneapolis-based publisher of business and legal
newspapers.
GLENN STREEf, '79, '83, St. Cloud, an associate
professor of physical education, recreation and sports
science at SCSU, recently was appointed to the U.S.
Olympic Committee's Science and Technology Committee.
ANNE THEIS, '79, St. Cloud, opened a new busi-

senior examiner for the Minnesota Quality Award program.
JESUS MONESTERIO, '78, Grapevine, Texas, is a
captain with American Airlines out of DFW airport in
Dallas, Texas.
TOM MOORE, '78, St. Cloud, president of the St.
Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce, was elected chairman of the MidAmerica Chamber of Commerce Executives during the group's annual conference in May.
KRISTY NORDBERG RUSCH, '78 and DENNIS
RUSCH, '79, Richmond, Va., Dennis is Eastern Regional Manager of Casualty at MarkeVEssex Ins. Co.,
and Kristy is a special education teacher for Hanover
School County System.
DARYLE. SUIANDER, '78, Maple Grove, is the finance director for the city of Andover.
STEVE NORLIN-WEAVER, '78, Minneapolis, will
be moving to Saudi Arabia in August for two years.
He will be working as an administrative intern and
teacher resource specialist in the American Schools in
Dhahran.
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ness, Market Strategies, Inc., and provides market
research, marketing planning, and marketing advertising consultation.

1980-1984
MARK CHRISTIANSON, '80, Sauk Rapids, was
elected secretary of the St. Cloud Rotary Club.
PAm GARTIAND, '80, St. Cloud, planning director for the city of St. Cloud, has been named the Central Minnesota Business and Professional Women's
Young Careerist.
GERALD P. IDUSHIN, '80, 89, Ely, received a Doctor of medicine degree from the Medical College of
Wisconsin, Milwaukee this past May.
BARB RICHTER, '80, Milaca, a probation/parole officer with the Mid-State Probation Department, received the 1993 Minnesota Association of County Probation Officers' Al Reker Memorial Award.
KIRK A. SCHNITKER, '80, Champlin, is the owner
of Prof-essional Redevelopment Resources, Inc. a con-

FOUNDATION
Community Communications,
Inc. T. V. 13 internship award

Alys Mayman Misho scholarship

t. Cloud State University students majoring in
broadcast journalism will be eligible for a new scholarship recently established by the Community Communications, Inc. T.V. 13.
The scholarship is in the form of an internship
with the intent of helping the students meet and exceed their educational goals and professional development, and will be awarded to students in broadcasting.
Community Communications, Inc. T.V. 13, was
established in June 1992 as a Low Power Television
Station (LPTV) designed to serve the information
and entertainment needs of Mid-Minnesota. The
owners ofT.V. 13, "Starcom, Inc.," have a strong
reputation for community involvement.
For information about contributing to this scholarship, contact the Foundation at (612) 255-3177.

Rod Anfemon, 9eCODd &om left, and Molly Remlow, _,_
from right, chatted recently at a scholanhip recognidon
bsetkfeet '-ted by
Pr ltct ,__ .... "- - ,_ helped to introclace eawfowed M:llolanhip donon to ndpl.;
eats. Joining AnfeDIOD and Remlow were Molly', aon Tony,
left, and daughter Aliaon, rlpt. AJons with thia pvap, other
endowed acholanhip clonon attending the breakfut were:
Ron Perrier and Larry Meyer who met with their acholanhip
ndpienta. Photo by Jim Altobell

scsu

Finance alumni/ faculty scholarship
S enior finance students
are eligible for the Finance
Alumni and Faculty Scholarship recently established
by SCSU finance faculty.
The scholarship was established with the purpose
of recognizing an outstanding finance senior. The fi.
nance faculty responsible

for this new scholarship
are: Howard Bohnen,
Partha Gangopadhyay,
Steve Mooney, Ken Yook
and Thom Legg.
For information about
contributing to the scholarship, contact the SCSU
Foundation at (612)
255-3177

Mary Jane Young scholarship
he Mary Jane Young Scholarship has been
established at St. Cloud State University for
women over 30 who are either resuming an interrupted education, transferring from another
institution or needing to refocus and retrain.
The $2,500 annual scholarship was con- .
tributed by Mary Jane Young, Minneapolis,
who died in 1989. Young worked for many
years as a medical social worker, psychiatric social worker and therapist in various cities
throughout the U.S. including Chicago, New
York, Grand Rapids, Mich., Lincoln, Neb. and
Minneapolis-St. Paul. She received a bachelor's
degree in sociology and a master's degree i_n social work from the University of Minnesota.
Young struggled to complete her education
during the Depression era and through her personal and professional associations with
women she developed a concern that fostered a
sensitivity to the· needs of special students within the education systems, particularly non-traditional students and women raising children on
their own. She was especially concerned about
the needs of re-entry women and single parents.
In addition to her career achievements,
Young also worked on issues of child abuse
and neglect, including serving as a consultant
for research on child abuse that was the first research of its kind to be done in the U.S.
"Mary Jane believed in empowering women
through education and was committed to providing opportunities for re-entry women to pursue their educational goals," said Barbara J.
Johnston, a lifelong friend of Mary Jane
Young, who advised Young about how she
might financially assist women students of
nontraditional age and women students raising
children by themselves.
Johnston has been a professor of sociology
for more than 30 years and currently is on the
faculty at North Hennepin Community College. "Mary Jane was an ardent, lifelong feminist, who committed her life, her work and her
resources to the betterment of women's lives.
Her varied experiences and the many challenges she faced in her own life, have proved
inspirational."
Gifts to the scholarship will be accepted by
the SCSU Foundation, Inc. For information,
call the Foundation at 612-255-3177.

lys Mayman Misho,
a St. Cloud State University graduate of 1943
and 1958, who died in
October 1992, had
named the SCSU Foundation as a remainder
beneficiary of a trust
fund.
She designated this
gift of more than
$45,000 to the George
Friederich Wildlife Protection Fund, an endowed fund with the
SCSU Foundation.
Friederich has been a
professor whom Misho
had long admired and
appreciated.
Misho' s gift, according to SCSU Foundation officials, brings the
Friederich endowment
to $99,500.
In 1989, Misho established the Alys Mayman Misho Freshman
Scholarship. This endowed fund provides a
scholarship for new incoming freshman students from Central
Minnesota who plan to
be degree candidates at

scsu.

National Association of Photographic
Manufacturers scholarship fund
S tudents majoring in
imaging engineering technology or photo imaging science will be eligible for a
new scholarship recently established by the National
Association of Photographic
Manufacturers, Inc.
The National Association of Photographic Manufacturers, Inc.
Scholarship,established

I
suiting business. In 1992, Kirk graduated from Hamline Law School, was electro to the Champlin City
Council and appointed Commissioner on the Metro
Parks and Open Space Commission.
PAT ARNESON, '81, '83, Greeley. Colo., assistant
professor of speech communication, was honored by
the University of Northern Colorado as Professor of
the Year. She has been active in both the university
and the community. Pat
setves on the national
Commission on Assessment and Testing K-12
Tier Outcome Based Assessment Task Force. She
also is the state co-chair of
lnterpersonaVSmall
· Group/Organizational
Communication Interest
Group.
TERESA REED
Tl!aEsAllm>BoHNl!N'84
BOHNEN, '81,'84, St

Misho was born and
raised in Sauk Rapids,
Minn. She received her
two-year degree from
SCSU in 194 3 and her
four-year degree in education in 1958. She
taught in rural schools
in the St. AugustaClearwater area,
Brooten, Sartell and
Sauk Rapids. She spent
25 years in the Sartell
School System, retiring
in 1968. She was then
asked to come out of retirement and spent four
more years teaching at
Sacred Heart School in
Sauk Rapids. Her teaching career ended in
1972. Misho has remained active in civic
affairs. She was honored by then Governor
Al Quie as "Outstanding Senior Citizen of
Benton County" in
1981.
The SCSU Foundation, Inc. will accept additional gifts to these
scholarship funds. For
more information, contact the Foundation at
(612) 255-3177.

with the SCSU Foundation, Inc.,will be awarded
to a student seeking a degree in photo imaging science or imaging engineering technology.
The SCSU Foundation,
Inc., will accept any additional gifts to the scholarship. For more information, contact the Foundation at(612) 255-3177.

I

Cloud, has joined United Way of St Cloud Area as
director of fund raising.
JANE BROOKSTEIN, '81, Silver Spring, Md., has
been promoted to Vice President of Sales, Marketing
and Membership of the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation located in Arlington,
Va.
LUCY HUPPERT, '81, St Paul, is the Business Manager at Rosewood Construction Setvices, Inc.
SANDRA R. FOX MASELTER. '81, St Cloud, is
Typesetting Director with Meyer Associates, Inc. Advertising Division.
JUDY MILLER. '81, St Cloud, an employee with
First American National Bank of St Cloud, recently
was recognized as a "Premier Performer."
TIMOTHY NELSON, '81. St Cloud. of Gempler
Personal Injury Attorneys, received certification as a
civil trial specialist from the Civil Litigation Section of
the Minnesota State Bar Association.
TAMMY OHIAND, '81, New Ulm, director of employee/customer relations with Herberger's Inc., was
electro to the company's board of directors.

KIM SCHUNEMAN, '81, Sartell, recently was
named 1992 District Account Executive of the Year for
the Minneapolis district by Brown and Bigelow.
Schuneman also received membership to the Charles
Ward Achievers Club.
RENAE STRUCK, '81, Cold Spring, was electro to
the executive board of the St Cloud Area Personnel
Association.
ANN PARKER WECKWORTH, '81, Sioux Falls,
S.D., is director of corporate communications for Lodgenet Entertainment Corp., Sioux Falls.
DON GAOOW, '82, (M.S.) is a faculty member at
Winona State University. He has written a book,
Heartland Humor, available through Bookrnen, Inc.,
Minneapolis. Many of the Heartland Humor essays
originally appeared in the Annandale Adwcare, including a 1984 National Newspaper award winner.
Don will be on leave for the 1993-94 academic year to
teach at the Minnesota State university-Akita campus
in Japan. He setved as an adjunct member of the
SCSU English Department 1984-86.
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GAIL IVERS, '82, Cold Spring, director of communications and marketing at St. Cloud Area Chamber of
Commerce was electro chairperson of the American
Chamber of Commerce Executives Communication
Council. She will direct the program operations of the
association, including a national awards program and
conference, regional meetings, association publications
and a communications certification program.
TIMOTHY P. JANIKOWSKI, '82, Carbondale, Ill.,
was awarded a Switzer Research Fellowship in 1992.
He was promoted, with tenure, to Associate Professor
in Rehabilitation Counseling at Southern Illinois
University.
DAN MESNIK, '82, Minneapolis, is a Librarian at
Deloitte and Touche. He also is a Percussionist with
Little People, Groove Union, and The Silver Crescent
New Moon Band. He volunteers at Arise! bookstore.
JAMES RICHARD NEGEN, '82, Austin, is Executive
Editor with the Austin Herald.
ELIZABETII MARIE PAULSON, '82, Lakeland, has
accepted the position for Executive Director for the In-

FOUNDATION
Bauerly Brothers scholarship fund
Brewer scholarship fund

Wllbar and Borshild Brewer

International Television
Association scholarship

Mass

communications majors with
a broadcasting and television emphasis
will be eligible for a new scholarship recently established by the International
Television Association (ITVA).
The ITVA Twin Cities Students of
Color Scholarship will be awarded to a
minority student seeking a degree in
mass communications with a broadcasting and television emphasis.
ITVA is the only organization dedicated to serving the needs of the professional video communicator in
non-broadcast settings. The organization provides an open channel of communication connecting video professionals with other practitioners and
with companies supplying video equipment, materials and services. ITVA
currently has more than 9,000 members in more than 100 U.S. chapters
and over 3,000 international affiliate
members in 14 countries around the
world. The Twin Cities Chapter has
more than 300 members including several who serve as board members and
are SCSU faculty.
The SCSU Foundation, Inc., will
accept any additional gifts to the scholarship. For more information, contact
the Foundation at (612) 255-3177.

inority students at St. Cloud State
University who are accepted as majors in
teacher education and have full financial
need are eligible for a new Foundation
scholarship established by A. Wilbur
and Borghild G. Brewer.
The fund is designated to provide gifts
for current teacher education majors
planning to teach in middle school. The
A. Wilbur and Borghild G. Brewer
Scholarship in Teacher Education will
provide financial assistance to two fulltime students e;ch year -one a junior
and one a senior.
A. Wilbur Brewer served on the faculty here from 1965 to 1978. He retired
with the rank of full professor. While on
the faculty, he served on numerous committees within the School of Education,
and on university-wide committees such
as the curriculum committee, and the
college student retention committee. He
is a member of Phi Delta Kappa and
Kappa Delta Pi and a life member of the
National Education Association (NEA.).
He received his bachelor of science degree from Ohio State University and his
master's degree from Western Washington State College. He earned his doctorate in education from Washington State
University.
Borghild Brewer was a teacher and
spent two years teaching at what is now
Moorhead State University. She taught
for 10 years in the rural schools of Otter
Tail County and in the state of Washington. She earned her bachelor's degree
from Western Washington University
and pursued graduate study in remedial
reading at the University of Washington
as well as at Ohio State University.
Borghild helped establish a remedial
reading program for the St. Cloud
school district in 1966 and also taught at
SCSU in the College of Education. She
has been the financial secretary for the
Sons of Norway for a period of years.
The couple makes their home in St.
Cloud.
The SCSU Foundation, Inc. will accept additional gifts to this scholarship
fund. For more information, contact the
Foundation at(612) 255-3177.

ath, science or construction related fields
will be eligible for a new
endowed scholarship recently established through
the SCSU Foundation by
the Bauerly Brothers
(Dave, Jerry, Mike, Brian, ·
Mark and Allen) of St.
Cloud.
The Bauerly Brothers
do business in the St.
Cloud area in road and
street construction and
supply ready-mixed concrete and concrete blocks
to the building construction industry. Five of the

six brothers attended St.
Cloud State University
and all recognize the positive impact of the t,iniversity on the St. Cloud
Community. It is the intention of the Bauerly
Brothers to assist students
interested in pursuing a
career in construction-related fields.
The SCSU Foundation, Inc. will accept any
additional gifts to the
scholarship. For more information, contact the
SCSU Foundation at
(612) 255-3177.

Kodak Professional Imaging scholarship .
... t. Cloud State University
students majoring in imaging
engineering technology or
photo imaging will be eligible
for the Kodak Professional
Imaging Scholarship recently
established by Eastman Kodak
Company.
The scholarship was established with the purpose of
helping a student seeking a
degree in Imaging Engineering Technology or Photo
Imaging Science.
"We are very pleased to

have this scholarship fund established on behalf of our department," said John Gammell, technology. "These types
of gifts are critical to the support and success of our programs."
The endowed fund is being
established with an initial gift
of$15,000.
The SCSU Foundation
Inc., will accept any additional
gifts to the scholarship. Contact the Foundation at (612)
255-3177.

Marvin 0. Thompson Shakespeare scholarship
arvin 0. Thompson, professor
emeritus from the St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) English department, died early this summer. In
memory of Thompson, Ruth
Thompson, his wife and professor
emeritus from the English department, has funded the Marvin
Thompson Shakespeare Scholarship to provide financial assistance
for the individual who is selected as
the best Shakespeare student in a
given academic year.
Marvin Thompson taught at

SCSU from 1956 to 1980. He and
his wife, Ruth, co-authored a critical
text titled "Shakespeare and the
Sense of Performance." It was published by the University of
Delaware Press in 1989. Thompson
also wrote reviews for the Minneapolis Star Tribune and the Des
Moines Register.
The SCSU Foundation, Inc. will
accept any additional gifts to the
scholarship. For more information,
contact the SCSU Foundation ·
at(612) 255-3177 .

•
stitute for Professional Youth Ministry located in Orlando, Fla.
LINDA SEGERSfROM SCHULTZ, '82, Plymouth,
was promoted to Senior Programmer Analyst with
Aetna Information Technology.
GWEN M. SEFKOW, '82, St Cloud, recently
opened her own general practice law office in Waite
Park concentrating in real estate, business, divorce,
wills and probate.
DIANNE TUFF, '82, St Joseph, of UpFront Organization Development Consulting was selected to be an
examiner for the Minnesota Quality Award Program.
JIM ARNOLD, '83, St. Cloud, mortgage lending
manager at Llberty Savings, was appointed to the Minnesota Housing Finance Agency Lender's Advisory
Board.
FRED EDSTROM, '83, Brooklyn Park, is the Accountant/Administrative Assistant for Anoka County's Highway Department
JIM ERTL, '83, Moorhead, a sales representative with
Harper Collins Publishers was. ranked #6 in sales na-

tionwide in 1992 and #1 in region for 1992.
JULIE UNDERWOOD GABRIELSON, '83, Sauk
Rapids, is national accounts manager with Fulfillment
Systems, Inc.
DOUGIAS J. HOLSTE, '83, Milwaukee, Wis., is a
Psychologist with the Southern Wisconsin Center for
the Developmentally Disabled.
SCOTT D. MCPHERSON, '83, Chicago, Ill., was accepted to the executive masters program at Northwest•
em. He is co-owner, with fellow alumnus Tim Smith,
'87, of Midwest Consulting Group, a Chicago based
public relations firm with national and international
clients.
THERESA DONOVAN O'GRADY, '83, Cadillac,
Mich., is a fourth grade teacher with the Cadillac Area
public schools.
STEVEN B. RILEY, '83, Rockford, Ill., is Manager of
Record Keeping Services (AVP and Trust Officer) with
AMCORE Trust Co. in Rockford.
THEODORE D. SALZER, '83, is an attorney and
vice-president of Till and Salzer, Ltd., a four attorney

aw office in Superior, Wis. He is licens to practice
law in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Colorado.
LORI A. TIERNEY, '83, Roseville, a special education
teacher with the Minneapolis public schools.
PHILLIP BATES, '84, Olathe, Kan., is account executive with the Hormel Foods Corporation, handling
management and direct account responsibilities in the
Kansas City area.
CONNIE SMITH HEIN, '84, and MICHAEL
HEIN, '85, 187, Vermillion, S.D., are both continuing their educations. Connie is a graduate student pursuing her EdD in educational psychology and counseling while Michael is a third year medical student at the
University of South Dakota.
DAYID C. HEINE, '84, Denver, Colo., received Master. of Education International Relations from NW Oklahoma State University. Hired by United Airlines as
a pilot. David is working out of Denver.
IAURIE KUMEROW, '84, Woodbury, joined Minneapolis marketing agency Centor Freed as senior
copywriter. Her second daughter was born in March.
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TAMARA L MILLER, 84, Boulaer CO, recently received her B.S.N., R.N. from the University of Colorado. Her SCSU degree was in SSPA. Tammy works
as an RN at Boulder Manor. She enjoys skiing, hiking, climbing and other outdoor activities offered by
the Colorado landscape.
JON PETTERS, '84, Avon, is founder and chief executive oflrresistible Ink, Inc. the "direct mail you just
can't say no to" firm. Jon's headquarters is located in
Minnetonka.
JOHN SANDVIG, '84 and VERONICA SANDVIG,
'85, Minneapolis, John is currently a claim supervisor
for Maryland Insurance Group and Veronica is expecting their third child.
DOUG SEVERSON, '84, Sauk Rapids, has been
elected to the board of the Multi-Housing Association.
JESSIE SMELTER, '84, '86, Coon Rapids, balances
his teaching career with pursuit of a successful writ·
ing/recording/performing career in music. When not
performing a solo act, he plays in the duo "Captured
Muse."

ALUMNI NEWS

"The future starts with scsU"
Homecoming 1993
planned Oct. 18-23
Alumni are encouraged to make plans to
attend Homecoming Week 1993 activities
planned for Oct. 18-23, 1993.
Highlighting the weekend will be the
traditional football game Oct . 23 when
the Huskies face the Bison of North
Dakota State University. The Bison will
be looking to tear up some Selke Field
turf after the Huskies overan them in their
own homecoming game last fall in Fargo.
Other Homecoming plans include a
tentative focus on the College of Education which celebrates 40 years of graduate
education. (see related story on page 8.)
The distinguished alumni and alumni
service awards will be presented during
the banquet Oct . 22. Candidates for the
distinguished alumni award are those
graduates who have achieved outstanding
success over their careers. Candidates for
the Service Award are those graduates as
well as non-graduates who have made extraordinary contributions to the advancement of the university.

ID££/£00

presented by the Health Care Financial
Management Association. The Morgan
award is the 26,000-member national organization's highest award. The Morgan
award nomination information includes a
long list of community service such as various leadership roles within St. Phillip's
Lutheran Church, Plymouth Christian
Youth Center, The WCCO Radio "Good
Neighbor" award, The Fridley Hockey Association, High School Advisory Council,
etc.
Blair is married to Bette and they are
the parents of five children.

(Distinguished Alumni
/ Alumni Service Awards)
St. Cloud State University Alumni Association is delighted to be honoring the following award recipients at the October 22
awards gala. Here are the honorees:

Worn in Sauk Centre, Richard S. Blair
is Executive
Vice President, Chief
Financial and
Administrative Officer,
HealthSpan
Health Systems Corp.,
Minneapolis.
Prior to this
position he
served as Senior Finance
Richard S. Blair '62
Vice President
and Treasurer of HealthOne Corp. Blair
has been in health care finance since
1973. Prior to that he was member
of the Arthur Andersen & Co. accounting firm where he served as
audit manager for ten years. He also
has served as interim chief executive
officer for Health One Corporation,
OU a St.
an organization that preceded the
If ,OU. hfflntt
merger of Health One and Abbott
¥, a lot has changed.
Northwestern Healthcare systems
on hotels, motels,
which has created the largest
healthcare system in Minnesota.
diBlair received his B.A. in accounting in 1962 and his C.P.A
in 196 7. He has received the
William J. Follmer merit award
St..(1978) and Robert H. Reeves mer264
it award (1983) for outstanding
lll
(BOO)
service to the regional chapter of
the
Health Care Financial Manwhile!
H()MICOMING WIR-()cTOBD 18-Zl agement Association.
In June of this year, Blair received the Frederick C. Morgan
Individual Achievement Award

lJlissell Huffman is Director of Public
Health for the
YukonKuskokwan
Health Corporation in
Bethel, Alaska and currently is a
psychiatrist licensed to
practice medicine and
surgery in
Russell Huffman.'53 Minnesota,
Colorado,
Alaska, New Hampshire, and Montana.
A native of St. Cloud, having graduated
from St. Cloud Tech High School in
1949, Huffman graduated from St. Cloud
State with a degree in speech. After graduation he studied for the ministry and received a Master of Theology degree from
the Iliff School of Theology, University of
Denver. He served as a Methodist minister in Minnesota; his father founded the
St. Cloud First United Methodist
Church.
In the early 1960s Huffman entered
the University of Minnesota and in 1965
received his medical degree. He continued
his medical education at Hennepin County Hospital and the Mayo Clinic, and
studied psychology at Dartmouth Medical
Center, New Hampshire, as well as at

Way of St Cloud Area as
a marketing/communications coordinator.
MICHAEL R. ERICKSON, '86, St. Louis Park,
returned in November
1992 from Sarajevo,
Bosnia • Herzegovina
where he was flying in relief supplies to civilians of
the country in support of
United Nations relief ef.
JAMI BESTGEN '86
forts.
JACKIE SCHOLL JOHNSON, '86, Sauk Rapids, is working as a counselor/volunteer coordinator with New Beginnings, a home for
single pregnant women.
USA LEGG MIKHAIL, '86, Bloomington, works as a
medical Technologist in the Chemistry Department at
St Paul Ramsey Medical Center.
SUSAN SCOFIELD, '86, Minneapolis, is a senior ac-

count executive with Tunheim Santrizos Company, a
public relations - communications management firm
in Minneapolis.
PAUL STIEGEL, '86, St. Cloud, joined Nova Fabricating as a marketing representative for the stainless
steel container division.
JEAN HOPPA SUNDERMAN, '86, Cambridge, has
moved back from California to teach in Cambridge.
STEVE FLYNN, '87, St Paul, is one of the producers
of a documentary about a husband and wife, a cellist
and a pianist, who have been performing as a duo for
approximately 15 years. Once the documentary is completed, it will be sent to major cable networks and
public television. Steve also is teaching workshops at
SCSU about producing documentaries.
MARK HEIDEBRINK, '87, St Cloud, is assistant
vice president/manager at the Rice branch of First
American Bank.
KRISTINE HERNANDEZ, '87, Virginia Beach, Va.,
is public relations coordinator with Hambright,
Calcagno and Downing, a full-service advertising and
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BRUCE A. MACKENZIE, '85, St Cloud, is the new
director of the Good Shepherd Lutheran Foundation,
Sauk Rapids.
CAREN RENNEE-MARKHAM, '85, Lino Lakes, is a
clinical reviewer for managed health care with Health
Risk Management
KATHY L NOTTINGHAM, '85, Eagan, is a software product manager at Cray Research, Inc.
GARY WECKWORTH, '85, Sioux Falls, S.D., is general manager of the Sioux Falls Canaries, a member of
the revitalized Northern league. Previously he was a
broadcaster.
PETER RAEKER, '85, North Mankato, was appointed
acting director of News Service at Mankato State University and is working on his master's degree.
STEVE ALBERS, '86, Shoreview, with Honeywell
Avionics, gave a presentation on Ring Laser Gyros at
the regional conference of Optics in Industry and
Medicine sponsored by SCSU Departments of
Physics, Astronomy, and Engineering Sciences.
JAMI BESTGEN, '86, Sartell, MN has joined United

£

Paulson was chosen as our Alumni
Service Award
recipient for
1993. He is
president of
his own business, Marketplace Productions, St. Paul,
vice president
of the Minnesota Indian
Tourism Association, and
chairman
of
Al Paulson
the American
(attended 61-64)
Indian Chamber of Commerce an agency which serves
the Native American community by promoting Indian-owned businesses and
business networking. The MAICC seeks
to establish free enterprise, educational
and training opportunities for Native
American youth and entrepreneurs.
Though not an SCSU graduate, Paulson attended St. Cloud State for three
years where he also played hockey. He
graduated from the University of Minnesota with a degree in industrial psychology. However, he considers himself a St.
Cloud State alumnus.
Paulson is a member of the St. Paul
Chamber of Commerce. He is co-chairman of the Division of Indian Work, an
American Indian Social Service Agency,
board member of the Greater Minneapolis Council of Churches, and serves as

uea---.

DAVID R. COOP, '85, Wichita, Kan., is marketing
coordinator with St Joseph Medical Center. He has
received his master's degree in Business Management
from Friends University.
PETER FETTIG, '85, with SpectraScience, Inc, Minneapolis, gave a presentation on cardiovascular tissue
diagnostics at the regional conference of Optics in Industry and Medicine sponsored by the SCSU Departments of Physics, Astronomy and Engineering
Sciences.
KURT LOREN GOENNER, '85, Wichita, Kan.,
is working for an audiotext
company delivering news
and sports audio information to various large news_ _ _ _ _ _ __, papers across the U.S. (acKuaT loRF.N GoENNEa '8S cessed by telephone).

Brandeis University.
Huffman served in the U.S. Navy as a
flight surgeon during the Vietnam War.
He always has been active in civic affairs
and recently was president of the Alaska
Medical Association.
A sampling of other community activities in which he has been active include
the school board, federal credit union,
and airport commission. In 1990 he was
a candidate for Minnesota's 7th Congressional District.
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NEWS BRIEFS
counselor on Junior Achievement projects
to American Indian Schools in the Twin
Cities Area.
Prior to establishing his own business,
Paulson was marketing Vice President for
Jensen Music Publishing in Milwaukee.
While there he was president of the Fort
Atkinson, (WI) Rotary Club and has been
active in the Airplane Owners and Pilots
Association. He served as master of ceremonies during the grand opening of
Shooting Star Casino, Mahnomen, Minn.
®rville Pung has setved in the State
Corrections
Department
for more than
three decades.
He began as a
school teacher
for juvenile offenders and
advanced
through the
ranks to serve
as commissioner. ApOrville Pung '58
pointed by
three governors, he is the longest tenured Commissioner of Corrections in Minnesota's history, serving in that capacity since 1982.
Pung recently announced his retirement.
Pung was honored by his corrections
peers as the 1992 Corrections Person of
the Year by the Minnesota Corrections
Association. He has also been honored by
the Minnesota Chapter of Blacks in Criminal Justice and received the leadership
award for outstanding leadership and
commitment to the hiring, development
and retention of a multicultural workforce.
In 1991 the International Association of
Residential and Community Alternatives
presented Pung with its distinguished service award citing his advocacy for community-based correctional programs.
Nationally, Pung has been elected '92'93 president of the Association of State
Correctional Administrators. Our nation's
governors also honored him with the National Governors Association Award for
Distinguished Service to State Government in 1993.
Pung has been featured on several national television programs including "60
Minutes" and a PBS Documentary. He
was also featured in Financial World
Magazine which recently cited Minnesota
as operating the country's most cost-effec-

public relations agency.
JAMES IARSEN, '87, Cold Spring, is the senior loss
control representative with John Deere Insurance. He
is a member of the American Society of Safety Engineers.
PATTY MEYER, '87, Cold Spring, has been promoted to controller at Nova Fabricating Inc., Avon.
ANDY NELSON, '87, Anchorage, Alaska, is an oper·
ations manager for Princess Tours in Anchorage.
JOANNE NOVOTNY, '87, '92, Davenport, Iowa, received her master's degree in Human Resource Administration and is employed as a sales representative
with Eli Ully and Company Pharmaceuticals.
TIMOTHY D. SMITH, '87, Chicago, UL, is coowner, with fellow alumnus Scott McPherson, of Midwest
Consulting Group, a Chicago based public relations
firm with national and international clients.
SARAH WINGE, '87, Seattle, Wash., is a scheduling
coordinator at Northwest Colon and Rectal Clinic, a
surgery clinic in Seattle.

tive prison system. The
Minnesota system, under the leadership of
Pung, has been recognized internationally
by visitors from the former Soviet Union,
the Netherlands, Japan, England and other countries. In 1992, at the request of the
Polish government, he was an advisor to
that nation's prison system. In 1993 he
will lead a study group of corrections professionals to China.
[Paul Ridgeway has a wealth of special
events, logistics and public affairs experience
which he has
brought to
clients that include the
Carlson Companies,
Archer
Daniels Midland, Champion Paper,
Paul Ridgeway '71
( completed degree in 1990) the Minnesota
Twins, the
Minnesota World Trade Center, the National Football League, the Minnesota
Mid Summer Festival of Music, Minnesota State Bar Association, Coca-Cola and a
host of other organizations.
Prior to forming his own company,
Ridgeway served six years as government
affairs director for Carlson Companies.
He also directed media relations, fund
raising, and direct mail appeals for the Salvation Army as director of Public Affairs
and Community Development.
In the political arena, Ridgeway has a> .
ordinated advance logistics for President
Jimmy Carter, Vice President Hubert
Humphrey and Vice President Walter
Mondale. He also advanced major events
for Walter Mondale's 1984 presidential
campaign and Senator Joseph Biden' s
1988 presidential campaign. In 1990 he
planned and coordinated the visit of then
Soviet president Mikahil Gorbachev to ·
Minnesota. In a letter of support written
on Paul's behalf, Harvey Mackay writes
that he considers "Paul to be one of Minnesota's outstanding business leaders." He
also goes on to state "Paul's accomplishments speak well of his education at St.
Cloud State. A more deserving candidate
would be hard to find."

MICHELE M. ABEL, '88, I.as Veg-as, Nev., is a secondary reading specialist for the Clark County School
District, Las Veg-as. She planned and directed a
Read-a-Thon, for 140 plus students that raised
$1,400.00. Proceeds were donated to the Make-a-Wish
Foundation.
CHERYL BUUNSKI, '88, St. Cloud, is production
manager at Hading and Thomas.
STEVE CHAPMAN, '88, Andover, is #2 operator,
Alkylation Unit with Koch Refining Company, Rose•
mount.
JOHN D. CAYLOR, '88, Eden Prairie, has opened a
law and accounting firm in Minnetonka.
DARCY EIGEN, '88, Sauk Rapids, is marketing/promotional coordinator at Crossroads Shopping Center,
St. Cloud.
DAYID N. FISH, '88, Andover, is president and
owner of O&D Foods, Inc. a grocery store in St.
Michael.
TERESA K. BIRD FUDENBERG, '88, Roseville,

IIl®m~@®m□~®
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Schedule of Events

®~

"The Future Starts With SCSU" is the theme for this year, s
Homecoming. See other related information in Outlook or phone
(612) 255-4241 for more details. Here are some Homecoming
highlights:
Monday, October 18:

"Jurassic Park" lecture Demonstration

Ty Ellinpon '81, '82; Art Director, Industrial Ught and
Magic Co.-Atwood Ballroom
Elingson is an artist for George Lucas' ,San Rafael, California
company. Ellingson is one of IlM' s six art directors and was
an art director on Steven Spielberg's "Jurassic Park". A recep
tion with the artist will follow the presentation.
Tl.acET INF<>: 1.JNlvEa$rrY PaooaAM BoAIID (UPB)
(612) 2SS-22OS

Tuesday, October 19:

Script writing to Ptoduction:Star Trek, The Next Generation.
Sandy Fries, Star Trek writer
Tlaarr INFO: UPB

'17ednesday, October 20: Homecoming Royalty Coronation

Thunclay, Octal,er 21: Alumni Career Showcase IV
National Debate:
The Affirmative Action Question-W-dliam Rusher, former
National Rmew publisher and Nadine Stroeaen, American
Civil Llberties Union.
TICKET INFO: UPB

Friday, October 12:

Annual Alumni Awards Banquet
St. Cloud Country Club
6 p.m.-SUent Auction and Reception
7 p.m.-Dinner
8 p.m.-Awards Program

lliav:l &Blaia-- !62
lluuell Huffman •53
AIPnllon
OmllePans'58
PaaJ
way '71

•u,

$12.SO per person
Tlcm' INFO: USE R.S.V.P. oa PHONE: (612) 2S5-3177
Satanlay, Oc:tol,er 23: 10 a.m. Homecoming Parade
1 p.m. Football Game versus the NDSU Bison
TlCXEI' INFO: Ann.me ncICET OFFICE
(612) 255-2137
4 p.m. Post Game Reception
Radisson Suite Hotel featuring Sports Champions '68;
Cash bar, hors d'oeuvres buft'et

, - - - - - - - - - - , started a marketing company called On Your
Mark..Inc. based in St.
Louis Park.
CARY T. GROVER,
'88, Cassy City, Mich., is
corporate environmental
manager with Walbro
Corporations, Cass City.
SCOTT GILRAY, '88,
Bloomington, is field
sales manager for the
TEltEsA K. F'uDENBEaG '88 state of Illinois for Nestle
Foods.
BRADLEY J. JANOWSKI, 188, Grandview, Iowa, is
project manager at Duane Arnold Energy Center,
managing contract security force at DAEC Nuclear
Generating Facility.
REBECCA L STROM-HAVLICEK, '88, Apple Valley, is a human resources administrator with
Coca.COia Enterprises.
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DAYID P. TRUMMEL, '88, Kentwood, Mich., is an
associate with Warner, Norcross and Judd after passing the Michig-an Bar in July 1992.
CHRISTINE ANN WELCH, 188, Rochester, is a sci•
entific illustrator /computer graphics artist in the computer graphics area of visual information at the Mayo
Clinic.
RON ANDERSON, '89, Shoreview, ofTSI, Inc. g-ave
a presentation on interferometric size detection of submicron particles at the Optics in Industry and Medicine regional conference at SCSU.
JOHN D. FOLKESNAD, '89, St. Paul, is assignment
manager with Robert Half lnternationaVAccountemps.
DENNIS HANSON, '89, Pine River, is relief operator, Hydrotreating, Hydrogen and Sulfur Recovery
Unit with Koch Refining Company, Rosemount.
KENNETH J. HENDRICKSON, '89, Plymouth, NH,
has completed his master's degree in Educational Administration and is now an assistant director of resi•
dential life at Plymouth State College.

"It was a super two days.
The mini-sessions were so
very interesting and a
great idea. The tour of the
campus was so special,
seeing my old d~r1!' room I
shall never forget.

Gathering war stories:

-Georgia McKay Gaustad '4 3
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Chair of the history department,
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CLASSNOTES
HEJDI A. HOWELL, '89, Maple Grove, received her
Master of Arts/Poetry degree from George Mason
University.
JOEL ROBERT HORN, '89, Maite, Guam, is treasury
analyst for Continental Micronesia.
CHRISTOPHER KARPAN, '89, Grand Rapids, received his Juris Doctor degree in May from Hamline
University's School of Law.
IGOR S. LENZNER, '89, St Cloud, is an associate
with the law firm of Rinke-Noonan. He practices in
the areas of environmental law, municipal law, real estate and general business planning.
STEVE LUDWIG, '89, (MBA), St. Cloud, has been
promoted to assistant vice president for facilities man•
agement at SCSU.
JULIE L RAASCH, '89, Hopkins, is east division analyst ~th Norwest Mortgage Inc., Minneapolis.
AARON M. RODRIGUEZ, '89, Maple Grove, graduated from the University of Minnesota Law School in
May 1992, and is now an attorney with the Popham,
Haik, Schnobrich and Kaufman Minneapolis law

Professor of special education and storyteller

director, Central Minnesota
Historical Center

scsu·

+

firm.
STEVENS. SCHREMPP, '89, Coon Rapids, received
his Juris Doctor degree this May from Hamline University's School of Law.
THERESE M. SCHREIFELS SEGLER, '89, Gwinn,
Mich., is assistant manager of operations for MFC
First National Bank of Marquette.
SARAH NOERENBERG SMITH, '89, Waverly, city
planner for Watertown, was elected to the board of directors for the Minnesota chapter of the American
Planning Association.

1990-1993
TODD BODEM, '90, Mankato, a graduate student in
Urban and Regional Studies at Mankato State University, is working for the Minnesota Valley Action
Council in Mankato.
CHRISTINE L ENGEL, '90, received her Juris Doctor degree this May from Hamline University's School
of Law.

~f

CLASSNOTES
STUART JENSEN, '90, Bucksport ME, a payroll supervisor with Champion International graduated from
the University of Maine-Orano with a Master of Business Administration.
BRIAN HORWATH, '90, Stillwater, is #2 operator,
Crude, Vacuum and Gas Recovery Unit with Koch
Refining Company, Rosemount.
DAVE LUCAS, '90, Elk River, solid waste office with
Sherburne County, was featured in an article in the
magazine Minnesota Environment.
ANGIE MANUEL, '90, Annandale, is a senior accountant with Kem, DeWenter, Viere, Ltd.
DONNA MUELLNER, '90, St. Paul, is co-editor,
business/advertising manager of the Opinion for the
1992-93 school year at William Mitchell College of
Law. The Opinion is a newspaper edited and published by students. Muellner is a second-year student
at the law school, planning to practice corporate law
after graduation.
DYANNA L OIAN, '90, Minneapolis, is completing
her degree at William Mitchell College of Law.
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JANET PUCEL, '90, Clackamas, Ore., is guest service
manager of Clackamas, Oregon Target store.
JOANN T. PlACHECKI, '90, Morristown, NJ, graduated from Kansas State University with a Master's in
Statistics and now is a biostatistician with CIBA-GEIGY Pharmaceuticals.
TERENA M. WILKENS, '90 Morgantown, WV, is
completing her MFA in Theatre Design at West Virginia University.
DIANE VOSEN, '90, St. Cloud, has been recognized
as a "Premier Performer" at First American National
Bank of St Cloud.
JASON ALSTEAD, '91, Paynesville, was promoted to
the triple A Rochester Red Wings of the International
League. Rochester is the top minor league club in the
Baltimore Orioles baseball system.
SCOTT BREUER and ANGElA MCINTIRE
BREUER, '91, Brooklyn Park, Scott is program coordinator with the Minnesota Sports Federation and Angela is a production assistant with Sierra Title Co.,
Bloomington. They were married in September 1992.
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Mail your registration to: SCSU Alumni Association
720 Fourth Avenue South
St. Cloud, MN 56301

For additional information call: 1-612-255-4241

JEFFREY BREWER, '91, Bloomington, is attending
graduate school at the University of North Carolina
Greensburo, as a research assistant working toward
MA. in Financial Economics.
BRIAN FIERST, '91, Sauk Rapids, is an advanced
staff accountant with Kem, DeWenter, Viere, Ltd.
JODIE K. HARTMAN, '91, Wichita, Kan., is enrolled in the physician assistant program at Wichita
State University.
BART JOHNSON, '91, is #2 operator, Coker Unit
with Koch Refining Company, Rosemount.
BRENDA BAUER SCHERMERHORN, '91, Waite
Park, is sales/banking assistant at First Bank St. Cloud.
MICHAELS. SCHMID, '91, Minnetonka, is office
engineer of The Gates Rubber Co., Bloomington.
LORI SCHRAMEL, '91, St. Cloud, an advanced staff
accountant with Kem, DeWenter, Viere, Ltd., recently
passed the Certified Public Accountant examination.
DAVE ANDERSON, '92, Jackson, was hired as the
economic development coordinator in the City of
Jackson.

THERESA KESTER ANDRUS, '92, Maple Lake, a
reporter-photographer with the Monticello Times, received the Commodore's Award from the Minneapolis Aquatennial Association in recognition of dedicated
volunteer service and community involvement.
KIMBERLY L GRABARClYK CAPTAIN, '92,
Rochester, is the associate for sales and marketing at
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Rochester Software Con-

JENNIFER GoooRICH

'92

nection, Inc.
DANIELLE G . COX,
'92, St. Paul, is the director of public relations
and summer festival for
Youth Forum Minnesota
in Minneapolis.
ROB FERRIS, '92, St.
Cloud, of Burnet Realty,
recently earned the ORI
designation from the
Minnesota Area Realtors.
The designation signifies

graduation from the Realtor Institute program.
JENNIFER GOODRICH, '92, Plymouth, earned the
exclusive Elijah Watt Sells Award with High Distinction as a result of grades attained on the Uniform Certified Public Accountant Examination. Goodrich was
one of only 100 Sells Award recipients nationwide.
JENNIFER HUNKINS NEUMANN and ERIC
NEUMANN, '92, Winter Park, Fla., Jenny is an elementary teacher for non-traditional students and Eric
is a student at Full Sail Center for the Recording Arts.
THEONI LECAKIS, '92, Glen Ellyn, Ill., spent the
past year teaching abroad at a private foreign language
school in Greece. Theoni taught English in a bilingual
setting.
PEGGY MOELLER, '92, Sartell, is community development assistant with the City of Sauk Centre where,
among other responsibilities, she coordinates the
Main Street Program.
THOMAS PHIPPS, '92, Bullhead City, Ariz., is an account executive with Mortgage Executives, Inc., a company which originates home mortgages by working
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with realtors, contractors, developers, homeowners
and potential home buyers.
TOM POSS, '92, Crystal, of CLARUS Medical, gave
a presentation on endoscopy at the Optics in Industry
and Medicine regional conference at SCSU.
WADE ROEKER, '92, Hastings, is relief operator,
Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit with Koch Refining
Company, Rosemount.
MOLLY VOLLMAN, '92, Minneapolis, has taken the
position of director of municipal affairs with the
Builder's Association of Minnesota located in St. Paul.
DANA BUCHHOLZ, '93, Westminster, Calif., is an
accountant with Deloitte and T ouche.
GERALD COVEL JR., '93, Carlos, is in the Order
Office with Koch Refining Company, Rosemount.
SONIA DICKERSON, '93, Roseville, is Relief Operator, Boiler House with Koch Refining Company, Rosemount.
VALERIE FLETCHER, '93, St. Cloud, is account representative for government guaranteed business loans
for Invest Financial Corporation.

ALUMNI NEWS
Jerry Mertens
meets the blue and
gray magic woman

THE ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY

MEMORIAL FUND ... an opportunity for you
to express sympathy, remembrance, or to pay tribute
to someone. Your gift will provide scholarships and
enhance the educational experience at SCSU.
We invite you to express your love, respect, or
appreciation by giving a memorial or tribute gift to
St. Cloud State University.
Please fdl out this form and return it with your contribution
made payable to: SCSU Foundation, 720 Fourth Avenue South,
St Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
HONORING: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_Memorial gift
_Tribute gift on the occasion o f - - - -- - - - - - . Please make my contribution to (select one):

_The university's most pressing need
_Special fund if established-----------Please send a memorial/trib"te announcement card to:

PLEASE WRITE
Awards, civic activities, promotions and other events that are an important part of your life are important to us, too. Your furmer classmares also would like to read about you in the Classnotes section of
the next Ovtlook. This ooupon makes it easy. A close-up blade-and-white photo can be sent
My news - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.

...

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Class --5oci. Sec. N o . - - - - - (Please include maiden name i[ applicable.)

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;___ _ _ _ Phone.:.,.(_--!,._ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State _ _ _ _ _ _ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Employer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _My title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Business Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ZIP
Employer's phone(,__ ___,__ _ _ _ __
Mail this coupon along with your black-and-white photograph to SCSU Alumni & Foundation
Center, 720 Fourth Avenue South, St Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

GAYLE HOUGARD, '93, Donnelly, is a personnel
supetvisor with Express Personnel Setvices.
WENDY KIRKWOOD, '93, St Cloud, was the artist
fearured in an exhibit titled "A Black Girl's Song,"
. opening in the new Atwood Center Gallery. Wendy
maintains a srudio in St. Cloud and setves as a graduate assistant in the SCSU art department where she is
working toward a Master of Arts degree in painting
and photography.
AUDRA lDVEJOY, '93, Brainerd, is a housing clerk
with the Brainerd Housing and Redevelopment Authority.
LISA MAURER, '93, St. Cloud, is assistant vice president for Invest Financial Corporation.
AARON BRUCE RINDFLESCH, 193, Austin, is attending the Master of Physical Therapy program at
Mayo School of Health-Related Sciences.
DANA TENNISON, '93, served as the Guthrie Theatre's Education Intern during the summer 1993.
Dana was an active member of the Vanguard organization and worked extensively with the College of Education during her undergraduate career. Dana reports
that she has been involved in showcasing the Guthrie's renovated theatre during its 30th anniversary.

Births
· 1972

MICHAEL G. GABRIELSON, '72 and JULIE UNDERWOOD GABRIELSON, '83, Sauk Rapids, sonJon Michael on 3/ 3/93.
1981
MARY CARDINAL PETERSON and Thomas Peterson, St Paul, son- Michael Thomas on 11/10/92.

Many faculty quietly nurture the
network of SCSU alumni. One
example is Gerald Mertens, assistant professor of psychology. He
regularly organizes receptions for
psychology alumni who attend
national meetings of their professional organizations. Each year
Mertens invites several alumni
back to campus for discussion of
career opportunities with current
students. A semi-annual event is ·
a picnic for several Twin Cities
based behaviorists hosted by
Gary and Sandy Cooper '71.
Outside of SCSU, Jerry is
widely recognized as "Mertens
the Magician." His magic act is a
favorite program for area youth
group meetings. Jerry tells of an
alumni encounter during a recent road show.
"In some 28 years of teaching
at SCSU, I have met many alumni in distant places like Disney
World and while walking
through a busy Times Square.
These encounters have resulted
in pleasant reminiscences before
we have each gone our own way.
Recently while doing the cub
scout Blue Gray Banquet magic
show in Belgrade, Minn., the
spontaneous ham in me produced a variation on this routine. Denise Pepin Meierhofer
'73, parent of two scouts, came
up to say 'hi' just before the
show. I recognized her as among
the best work-study students I
have experienced during my
years at St. Cloud. Throughout
my show I was taken with the
idea of establishing a "WorkStudy Hall of Fame" and decided
on the spot that the first recipient would be Denise.

1983

FRED EDSTROM, Brooklyn Park, son in May.
JOE HAYS, '83 and JULIE MILLER, '85, Ham Lake,
son on 5/29/93
1984
lAURIE KUMEROW, Woodbury, daughter on
3/13/93.
TIM lANDWEHR and Evonne Landwehr, Windsor,
Calif., daughter- Cassandra Jeanne on 3/12/93.
1985
ANNE JONES DETERS and Jeff Deters, Sartell, son.
1986
GAIL CRUIKSHANK and Thomas Cruikshank,
Sauk Rapids, child 12/13/92
RICHARD J. ERICKSON, '86 and DEBORAH
SCHMIDT-ERICKSON, '87, Northfield, daughterVictoria on 10/10/92.
STEPHEN MATI.ON, Eden Prairie, daughter-Alyssa
Christine on 9/8/92.
1988
CARY T. GROVER and CHRISTINE M. SMIIB
GROVER, Cass City, daughter- Julie Marie on
3/18/93.
BETH D. HANSON and Jon Hanson, Burlington,
Wis., son- Matthew.
JULIE HARTMANN KELLERMAN, '88 and
RICHARD KELLERMAN, '91, Champlin, sonZachary John on 10/21/92.
JILL WEBER TAYlDRand Rodger Taylor, Trimont,
daughter-Alyssa Rae on 4/7/ 93.
1989
HOLLY J. SPRINGER and John Springer, St Peter,
daughter- Elisabeth Marie on 12/1/92.

Jerry Mertens

The work-study recognition
prize presented to Denise was
my trusty rubber headed crash
hammer (a device used to simulate the sound of breaking glass).
The hammer seemed an apropos
tool for the mother of two 'boystrous' scouts."

VocRehab remembered
at awards banquet
,The vocational rehabilitation department celebrated their 25th
anniversary on May 22, 1993
with a banquet and awards presentation at the Holiday Inn.
The event was organized by
John Hotz '70, '74, '82 RHD.
Among the recipients was Gus
Gehrke '43, recognized for his ef.
forts in building the program
and providing internships for
SCSU Voe-Rehab Alumni. Gene
Perkins also was recognized for
his achievements in founding the
program.
In a book published for the
event, Perkins writes,"! remember many of these graduates as
students, friends and as colleagues. Llnda, quadriplegic, was
a student very early in the program when we were still in building B. Some of the men would

Marriages
1966

VICKI SPORTEW and Jim Oltora on 2/12/ 93. Living in Sioux Falls, S.D.
1982
ROBERT J. BISSEN and DEBORAH WOLFER, '84,
on 6/26/92. Living in Alexandria, Va.
LINDA SEGERSTROM and Jon Schultz in January
1993. Living in Plymouth.
1985
KURT lDREN GOENNER and Anita Hushka. Living in Wichita, Kan.
CA.REN RENNEE and John Markham on 8/1/92.
Living in Lino Lakes.
1986
IBOMAS DEPPA and Mary Beth Childers on
5/1/93. Living in Arden Hills.
LISA LEGG and Sherief Mikhail in July 1992. Living
in Bloomington.
MARY LYNN RUTLEDGE and Jay Smith, on
2/13/93. Living in Pittsburgh, Pa.
1987
MELISSA ENGER and Michael Bednarek on
10/24/92. Living in Maplewood.
BRENDA KAY SCHULER and Braden Beam on
9/5/92. Living in St. Louis Park.
TIMOTHY D. SMIIB and Nancy Nolan on
5/15/93. Living in Chicago, Ill.
1988
RICHARD BOECKMAN and Barb Miller on
10/26/91. Living in St. Cloud.
SHEilA BUDD and Joseph Fischer on 5/23/92. Living in Northfield.
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carry her in her wheelchair up
very narrow stairs to the counseling labs or classrooms on the
second floor. Thank goodness
we never had a fire.
Kirby was another disabled
student; he was blind and diabetic. After the amputation of his
second leg, we constructed a twoway sound speaker system on
telephone lines between the
classroom and his bedroom
across town.
Two of our vocational
rehabilitation graduates have
been awarded honors by our
alumni association as distinguished alumni: Dr. Ross Lynch
and Ted Lockett. Others have
earned recognition from professional organizations and other
universities.
At one time we reviewed a list
of the professional employees in
the Minnesota Division of Vocational Rehabilitation and identified more than half of them as
graduates of St. Cloud State's rehabilitation counseling program." Obviously Perkins has
given new meaning to that old
cliche "the old college try" as he
accommodated the special needs
of his students.

BRYAN J. ERNEST and Jude Ann Duncan on
3/27/93. Living in Carnegie, Pa.
SARA A. GRACHEK and Tom Hoeferlin on
9/18/92. Living in St. Cloud.
STACY HAMMER on 6/26/93. Living in Austin,

Texas.
DAYID P. TRUMM EL and Marjorie T rummel in
August 1992. Living in Kentwood.
1989
JACI MCGRATH and Brian S. Tuin, on 8/21/93.
Living in Waite Park.
1990
GREGORY D. CAPTAIN and KIMBERLY L
GRABARC2YK, '92 on 5/9/92. Living in Rochester.
HEATHER SCHINDELE and DAYID REITTER,
'91 on 2/13/93. Living in Vermillion, S.D.
DEBBIE ANN SMIIB and David Homebrink on
5/15/93. Living in Oak Harbor, Wash.
1991
BRENDA BAUER and PAUL SCHERMERHORN
on 10/10/92. Living in Waite Park.
SCOTT BREUER, '91 and ANGElA MCINTIRE,
'92 in September 1992. Living in Brooklyn Park.
TERI DAEHN and PATRICK HASTINGS in September 1992. Living in Nisswa.
KARI BRYAN KRAEMER in October. Living in
Abei:deen, S.D.
KIMBERLY ANN KUBES and Kyle Blomgren on
6/25/93. Living in Butterfield.
KIM MARONEY and Danny Long on 4/4/93.
Living in Orlando, Ra.
.
JULIE PETERSON and Cris Sletton on 8/22/92.
Living in Fargo, N.D.
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CHALLENGE IS

HERE!

A.

W e believe that the St Cloud
State University (SCSU) experience can be
great for students from all over the U.S.,
just as we know that including students from
all over the U.S. is great for SCSU.
Our alumni live and work throughout
this country (indeed, throughout the world)
and serve as some of our best ambassadors.
With all of this in mind, we developed
the Admissions Challenge! This is it. The
alum who recruits or refers the greatest number of non-Minnesota, nonreciprocity-granting-state students who enroll at SCSU for fall
1994, will win free airfare to Minnesota for
SCSU's 1994 Homecoming.
Call me at SCSU Admissions,
1-800-369-4260, for complete details.

C:

SCSU Collegiate License Plate
SCSU special edition license plates have a one time charge of $9.75. A minimum
$25 annual tax deductible contribution goes to a special scholorship fund for future
SCSU students. Use coupon to request a special order form.

Sherwood Reid
SCSU Admissions Director

D.
St. Cloud State
Alumni Sweats ·
This beautifully decorated - ,. '· -.. , - "·,.,
black, adult, super heavyweight,
.,
oversized sweatshirt features a red
St. Cloud State Alumni Sweatshirt
plaid banner, a red shield with
This durable grey, adult, 80/20 super heavyweight,
a grey embroidered husky head
oversized sweatshirt features a charcoal screen printed
and red embroidered lettering.
SCSU logo with red embroidered Huskies over it.

: Students who rank in the top
1S percent of their high school class and/ or score ZS or higher on
the ACT will pay the in-state tuition rate, waiving the higher outof-state rate.
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living in Fargo, N.D.
LINDA RETTIG and JON SEEHUSEN, '92, on
5/8/ 93. Living in Lake Lillian.
1992
JENNIFER HUNKINS and ERIC NEUMANN, '92,
on 7/ 18/92. living in Winter Park, Fla.
VICTORIA JOHANNES and Jerry Dean Schmitz on
6/5/93. living in Sauk Rapids.
LINDA !ARSON and ROB ERICKSEN, '91,
8/14/93. living in St. Joseph, Minn.
ROBERT J. MILLER and JANE PANNING, '93, on.
7/3/93. living in Minneapolis.
1993
SHELLY ERICKSON and Darin Vergin on 8/14/93.
living in Benson.

1956
1963
1963
I 966
1969
1973
1974
1974
1979
1985
1991

Deaths

Ruth Moshier, employed at St. Cloud State as a catalog librarian and library science teacher from 1958 to
1974, died April 21, 1993.

Our sympathy is with the families and friends of the
following whose deaths have recently been reported to
the Alumni Association. The date listed is the year of
graduation.
1916
1918
1919
1926
1931
1931
1934
1941
1946
1948
1949

Bernard C. Kuefler, St. Paul.
Violet Vilkes Dingmann, St. Cloud.
Helen Peterson Boye, Tucson, Ariz.
Lois DeLaHunt, Altoona, Fla.
Muriel Antia Nelson Bridges, Apple Valley.
Florence Salzer, Chicago, Ill.
William Franks, St. Cloud.
Bernice Browning Anderson, Minneapolis.
Phyllis Glaser, Deerwood.
Ada Jones Roberts, Monticello.
William C. Schaeppi, Minneapolis.

B.

Mirrored Bue Plaque
Walnut Bue Plaque
Commemorative graduation plaques feature an engraved solid brass plate which duplicates
the diploma.and is mounted on an 8" x 10" base. Use coupon to request a special order form.

Dr. Robert E. Gades, Lincoln, NE.
Marian Nutting Grierson, Lexington, Ky.
Alice Holbrook, Brainerd.
John Nemanich, Long Prairie.
Irene Narveson, Milaca.
Carey Burke, Princeton.
Mark Alan Hollander, Minnetonka.
Mark R. Schnettler, Rice.
Donald Spengler, St. Cloud.
Norman Ward, Kansas City, Mo.
Richard G. Geurts, little Falls.

F.
St. Cloud State Alumni Mug
The 11 oz. navy blue SCSU alumni mug features a navy imprinted background
logo with a platinum SCSU logo on one side and platinum cupola_on the other side.

----------------------------------Alumni Gift Order Form
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Rev. Leonard Gaida, chaplain for Newman Center
from 1943 to 1946, died in March 1993.

Addreu - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City/Sta,tue:i.n&.l;lllP'------------------------Phone

Tim Quinlivan, son of Ann Quinlivan '50 and husband ofJulie Darg Quinlivan '84, died July 19 in St.
Cloud at age 38. Tim attended St. Cloud State University in 1977-91 . He was an avid member of the
Husky Booster Club and was especially well-liked for
his frequent and humorous contributions to Booster
Club discussions. Tim and Julie regularly attended St.
Cloud State athletic and cultural events. In addition to
SCSU, Tim was actively involved with the St. Cloud
Tennis Foundation, Bethlehem Lutheran Church,
where he was on the church society board and member of the befriend group. He also was a member of
the state board of Minnesota Chapter of Head Injury
Association. Tim never wearied of doing good.
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SEND ME ORDER FORMS FOR (clu:'ck hoxes)
A. Mirrored base graduation plaque
B. Walnut base graduation plaque

D. Black sweatshirt• _S _M _L
E. Ash sweatsh~ _s _M _L

_)CL

_)CL

F. AlumniMu
• For it.em D (I E indicate quaniu, for mt sit'C
Pleae aend order to:
SCSU Alumni Aa>cladon • no. 4ch Ave. S. •St.Cloud, MN S6301
Mm checb payable to St. Cloud Stare Unlwnity Alumni AAoc:iatlon

TOTAL.___ __.

Save this date:
Summer Reunion '94

July 7-9
On the cover:

The Minnesota Sonfonia performed outside Atwood Memorial Center on the St. Cloud
State University campus this July for the annual lemonade Concert, which kicked off
Reunion '93, a renewal of the classes of '43 and '68, and the city-wide Wheels, Wings
and Water Festival.(See Reunion stories on pages 12-13.)

Office of Alumni and Foundation
St. Cloud State University
Alumni and Foundation Center
720 Fourth Avenue South
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
I

FOR THE FAMILY 0~
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The greening of the campus at
SCSU was strongly evident this
summer. With an increased rainfall,
everything blossomed and the campus grounds turned a deep, healthy
green. Above the tree line are the
tops of Riverview and Eastman
halls, two of the oldest buildings on
campus. Riverview opened in 1911
and Eastman in 1929.
Photo by Andra VanKempen
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